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Fuller’s Constructive 

Sewing Series 

BOOKS—ONE-TWO-THREE- FOUR 

A comprehensive course in sewing, built 

on everyday practice and intended to 

develop constructive power, to lead 

students to think and do for themselves. 

“Tt is a token of healthy and gentle characteristics when women of 
high thoughts and accomplishments love to sew.’’—Hawthorne.
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One thing for which the world may well be thankful is the general 4, 
awakening to the fact that home keeping is not a sentimental playing with sf 
pretty things and that it should not be drudgery. People have discovered 
that the making and ordering of a home is a real profession and as such 
ealls for as much and as careful training as other vocations. As a conse- 
quence, the welfare of girls is being considered today as never before, and 
the subject of home making, including home planning, cooking, dietetics, 
hygiene, sanitation, home nursing, laundering, sewing, dressmaking, textiles, 
millinery, ete., is taking its place in the school curriculum. The aim in giving 
these subjects is to make girls capable, efficient and ready to bear their share 
in the world’s work. : 

' Sewing as a study in our public schools has, by its results, so completely 
justified itself that very few persons now question its value. The extent to 
which it should be taught, however, is still a matter of discussion. From a 
narrow, limited beginning consisting of instructions in the various stitches, 
and in cutting and making simple garments, ‘‘sewing’’ has broadened in its 
scope so as to include not only practical training in the making of clothes 
but also skill in buying, taste and judgment in choosing and wearing them. 
It includes also a knowledge of the value of fabrics and of conditions under 
which they are made and sold. z 

In many sewing courses the individual needs of the girls receive first 
consideration, closely followed by work for the home and the community, 
the aim being to develop in the girls the feeling of responsibility for their 
share in the well-being and happiness of the world. School sewing in the 
past meant making ‘‘models’’; now the girls are interested in making articles 
of real value. Special subjects are discussed in class, such as clothing to 
be worn by school children, that which is most hygienic, and the most suit- 
able for various occasions, the best at the least expense. Connecting school 
and home life are lessons in making simple, useful and effective articles 
for the home. Color harmonies and good combinations in clothing and house 
furnishings may be advantageously presented. == 

The comparatively new subjects of textile furnishings for the home, of 
costume design, also of intelligent buying, of keeping accounts and of 
clothing budgets are important and require careful presentation. It is 
necessary that teachers should have considerable technical knowledge, also 
a definite plan of action so that the best results may be obtained with econ- 
omy of time. 2
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In the Constructive Sewing Series, written by Mary E. Fuller, all these 

subjects have been developed for teachers and pupils. Each teacher has her 

own ideas regarding methods of procedure, but if she lacks a wide experience, 

she would do well to profit by the experience of one who has made a deeper 
study of the subject. The fundamental plan of these books is home making 

and they will be found especially helpful in showing how school projects 

may be of real value and lead naturally to articles of highest importance in 

the home. One admirable feature is that of stating principles for certain 
lines of work and of following these with many suggestions which allow one 

a varied choice of articles to be made. The Student Records, keeping of 

accounts and textile lessons will be found most helpful. The drafting of 

patterns is well presented to show the connection between the lines of pat- 

terns and corresponding lines of the body, also the adaptation of several 

patterns from one, and the use of commercial patterns. Clear illustrations 

and directions are given for garment cutting, showing correct and economical 

placing of patterns on materials. 

In the books for higher grades, the home and community thought is 
continued in lessons on bed clothing, table linen, and infant wardrobes, also 

suggestions regarding rugs, draperies, and other house furnishings. One 

is glad to find costume design given its place with lessons on millinery, 
dress and suit making. i 

Instructions are clear and concise and lead the girl to think for herself. 

The books are a valuable help not only in the amount of instruction they 

contain, but in the inspiration they give to further study. 

Teachers with little training or experience in this particular line will 

find the books invaluable both to themselves and to their pupils through 

the methods and plans used in the text and those which are suggested. 

Trained and experienced teachers also have need of such books; the 
broad selection of subjects and projects must be of service to them, and 

if used as text books, much valuable time may be saved from dictation and 

demonstration and given to other matters of importance. 

Miss Fuller has condensed and systematized this big subject of ‘‘sewing”’ 

in such a manner as to help in the larger development of the girl, as she 
states in giving purpose of the course, ‘‘To bring to the girl constructive 

power that fortifies her in one of the most important phases of home 

making.’’ 
FRANCES M. WILLIAMS, 

(Pratt Institute and Columbia Univ.) 
Director Domestie Art Dept., 

Indianapolis Manual Training High School. 

2



“‘Kvery human being has duties to be performed, and therefore has need 
of cultivating the capacity for doing them, whether the sphere of action be 
the management of a household, the conduct of a profession or the govern- 
ment of a nation.’’-—Samuel Smiles.
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SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS 

This course presents work as it should be done in every-day practice. 
The underlying thought in the preparation has been the constructive power 
which the girl should receive. The aim, therefore, is to lead to independent 
thinking and doing, to enable the girl to meet fully real situations. 

To attain the results as intended through work as given by this book, 
makes necessary on the part of the teacher the exercise of proper judgment 
and action which will extend these results in proportion to her training and 
experience. The most successful returns will come from the teacher with 
a broad understanding of child nature, of the varying conditions to be met 
and the principles of pedagogy which govern the conveyance of information 
to the student and the guidance of the student in the constructive work. 

The teacher should study carefully each project as presented so as to be 
thoroughly familiar with each lesson. There are, in fact, several lessons in 
each project. As the work advances, certain principles are repeated that 
technique may be secured. It will be well to follow the synopsis of the line 
of work as given on page 11, which synopsis clearly sets forth the principles 
involved and the detailed plan of the work. 

The time required for each project will vary with different classes. 
It is well to make each project in advance of the class so that you may 
know the difficult points and the time it will take. If your time is short, 
omit some of the projects that have the same principles involved. In cases 
of a few students who especially like to sew and wish to do outside work, 
it is well to permit them to carry two projects having the same general 
points involved. For example, a slow class might be at work on the Protec- 
tion Cloth project and a few students quicker at execution would in a few 
days be ahead of the majority of the class. These are the students who 
should be kept busy, and as time is an important factor in this work they 
must be encouraged to accomplish as much as possible. A project may be 
selected from those outlined at the end of the Protection Cloth project and 
worked parallel with the class lesson. In this way a home interest is created. 
Tf the student can suggest an original problem based on the class project, 
by all means let her develop it. In this development lies the growth of the 
girl and the project thus suggested and carried to completion is of the 
greatest value. 

Tn the beginning of the course allied projects are suggested, but as the 
work progresses there are fewer mentioned, thus giving the student the 
chance of suggesting and originating for herself. 

= Never accept poor, careless work.
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Judgment must be used when requesting a student to rip. Too much 
ripping leads to careless work. Insist on careful work and stitchery from 
the start and gradually increase speed of student. i 

The sitting position should be erect at all times, with the feet on the 
floor, in order to make a good lap. The same size chair will not be suitable 
for each girl. Have the chairs cut down so that the small girls may sit 
comfortably and not find it necessary to put their feet on the rungs of other 
chairs. 

Seat the class so that the light comes over the left shoulder. 
Never permit a girl to bend over to the work. Bring the work up to the 

eyes. Fourtecn to eighteen inches away is about the right distance. 
Insist that the student always uses a thimble. 
Do not sacrifice technique or construction for speed. 

Explain to the class the advisability of buying good materials. There 
is no economy in buying ‘‘anything to learn on.’’ Secure samples of good 

and poor materials and have the girls examine and discuss points of merit, 
Plc. 

Each girl should be provided with-a locker or box for her work. 
Inspect this from time to time and insist on order and neatness. 

SEWING EQUIPMENT 

No matter how carefully the student’s Individual Equipment is looked 
after, it will be found necessary to have for emergency use the following: 

Needles, No. 8. 1 pair Scissors. 
Needles, No. 5-10. 1 pair Button Hole Scissors. 
White Thread, Nos. 40-50-60-70-80- Thimbles (various sizes). 

100. Tape Measure. 
Black Thread, Nos. 40-60. Skirt Marker. 
Darning Needles, No. 6. Tracing Wheel. 
Crewel Needles, No. 7. Yard Stick. 
1 pair Shears. Tailor’s Chalk. 

To assist in securing the most practical results, the School Equip- 
ment should include one or more sewing machines. 

STUDENT’S INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT 

Each girl should have her own tools and should neither lend nor borrow. 
The following tools form the usual equipment of the Sewing Outfit. 

A thimble to fit the secoad finger of the right hand. 
A pair of sharp scissors. 
A tape measure.
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Needles and pins suitable for the work being done. 
An emery 

Thread to match the material, in color and size. 
A sewing apron 

Keep the tools in a box or bag and always have them at hand for the 
sewing lesson. 

Select the needle aceording to the size of the thread used. The size of 
the thread should correspond to the thread from which the material is 
woven. 

Sizes of needles and corresponding sizes of thread— 

Needle No. 5. Thread No. 40 or coarser. 
Needle No. 7. Thread No. 50. 
Needle No. 8. Thread Nos. 60, 70, 80. 
Needle No. 9. Thread No. 90, 100. 
Needle No. 10. Thread No. 120 or finer. 

NEEDLES 

Needles are classified according to their use. They are: 

Sewing Needle. 
Darning Needle. 
Upholsterer’s Needle. 
Milliner’s Needle. 
Embroidery or Crewel Needle. 
Bodkin or Tape Needle. 
Sail Maker’s Needle. 

~ Rug Needle. 

The sewing needles are further classed under the three heads of 
“‘sharps,’’ ‘‘betweens”’ and ‘‘ground downs.’’ 

They are sold in packages of 24 each and range in numbers from No. 1, 
the largest, to No. 12, the finest. 

They are also sold in assorted sizes, viz.: A package of 5 to 10 will 
contain some of each size from No. 5 to No. 10. 

The No. 5 needles are put in the center of the package with Nos. 6, 7, 
ete., arranged on each side. 

Students should learn to use fine needles and thread. 

The needles of the earliest times were made of fish bones and ivory. 
Needles of bronze have been found in the tombs of the Egyptians. The 
steel was introduced into Europe by the Moors. 

The sewing needle of today is made of steel wire and is manufactured 
almost exclusively in England.
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Fig. 1. 
The needle from wire to finished article, 

The wire is cut in lengths long enough for two needles. The wire is then 
pointed at both ends. It is next stamped and grooved in preparation for the 
eyes. The two eyes are now burnished. The needles are hardened by heating 
and plunged into oil. They are again heated and cooled slowly to prevent 
brittleness. The scouring process is carefully done and after washing they 
are dried in sawdust. They are then sorted, wrapped and labeled for 
market. 

THIMBLE 

When the thimble was first invented it was worn on the thumb and was 
called the ‘‘thumb bell,’’ from which the name thimble is derived. 

The first thimbles were made of iron or brass and many of these 
may be seen in museums. Later the thimbles were made of pearl and 
very elaborately carved. The thimbles of the present are made of gold, 
silver, steel, aluminum and celluloid.
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Fig. 2. 
Scissors and Shears. 

Scissors are made of steel and if over six inches long they are cailed 
shears. i 
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Fig. 3. 
Showing development in making Scissors and Shears. 

The bar steel is first flattened and a hole punched in one end. The blade 
and joint are then made. Most of this work is done by hand. After the 
grinding of the blades and the burnishing, the blades are matched up in 
pairs, and the rivet fitted so that the blades work past each other easily. 
See illustration for different stages of making.
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SYNOPSIS OF PROJECTS IN CONSTRUCTIVE SEWING 
BOOK ONE 

This synopsis is intended to show at a glance the important principles, 
steps and the detailed plan of each project. You should keep clearly in mind 

the points to be covered in each lesson and call the attention of the students 
to them. 

If an operation is repeated in any project it is done to secure exact- 
ness, speed and technique. 

In advance of the work on any particular project study the synopsis 

for this project, compare the steps or principles with those of the preceeding 
project and emphasize the new features as well as requiring special attention 
to the principles which may be repeated. The synopsis follows: 

PROTECTION CLOTH HALF SLEEVES 

Muslin To take measurements 
Cotton To draft the pattern 
Warp Lawn 
Woof Linen 
Selvage Cambrie 
Weaving French seam 
To straighten cloth Backstitching 
The hem Terms used in project 
To make a knot Student’s Record 
Basting Questions 

~ Hemming COOKING CAP 

Chain stitch To draft pattern 
Outline stitch Tawa 
Terms used in project Dotted Swiss 
Student’s Record Cambrie 

Questions 3s The making of the cap 
Home Suggestions The Sewing Machine 

BAG To cut a bias 

To decide the size and shape Joining a bias 
To decide on material Gathering : - 
Gingham Terms used in project 

», Chambray Student 's Record 
Poplin Questions 

Cretonne 
Running stitches APRONS 

Overhanding Cooking Apron 
To put in draw strings Use 
Terms used Calico 
Student’s Record Percale 5 
Home suggestions To draft pattern
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Making of apron Batiste 
Terms used in project Making of— 
Questions Basting 
Student’s Record Fit 

Felled seam 
Sewing Apron Laces and sewing them on 

oe Top finish 
Dimity ; Bottom finish 
ee Muslin Buttons and buttonholes 

axon 2 : 
Terms used in project 

To dr aft pattern ; Student’s Record 
Placing pattern on material Questions 

Making of— 
To face edges KIMONO NIGHT DRESS 

To baste Long cloth 
To hem Cambrie 
To sew on lace Ne aRoo 
To put on a band Cotton crepe 
To make and put on ties Commercial pattern 

Terms used in project Making of 
Student’s Record ane Cat 

Questions ae 

Bo owee French seam 

Finishing neck and sleeves 
Work Apron Hen . 

To make the draft Terms used in project 
Feather stitching Student’s Record 
To gather Home applications 
To put on a band Questions 

To put on ties 

fApronvand Work Bag GARMENT MENDING 

Hemmed patch He P 
a mnuid Overhand pateh 
Tuck Overcasting stitch 

Basting Stocking darning 

Overhanding UNDERSKIRT 
Gathering 

To put on a belt Commercial pattern 

CORSET COVER tone cee 
Cambrie 

The commercial pattern Batiste 
Measurements Cotton crepe 
To make alterations ~ Crepe de chine 
Nainsook Taffeta
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Gingham Finish of flounce, if set on the edge— 
Making of— Set into hem 

Plackets Put on with French seam 
Hemmed Put on with French fell 
Extension Rolled and whipped 
Faced and extension J inish of flounce, if set up on the skirt— 

Band Finished with tuck 
Button and buttonhole Finished with finishing braid 
Hem Finished with bias tape 
Hemming Finished with a heading 
French seam _ Student’s Record 
Putting on the band Questions
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PROTECTION CLOTH 

The Protection Cloth is used at all COTTON 
times to protect the materials with Among all the materials which the 

which y oulaze Movie iyom tie dust skill of man has made into fabrics, 
and dirt of the school room. It also Gatton is perhaps the cheapest and 
serves as a wrapper for work when the most extensively used. 

the lesson is over. It is more re rvice- Cotton is the white hairy covering 
able than a bag, as ey oe the of the cotton seed. It is called a sur- 
keeping of the materials in an un-  ¢a.¢ covering to distinguish it from 
erumpled condition. It can be laun- the basi on stem abern < 
dered. Rear aa ae ae ae 

The Protection Cloth is made from a ee ea 
one yard of unbleached muslin and ees uh onc ee 
is hemmed at both ends and marked eed fee ae 
with the owner’s name or initials. eee eae 

any. ey ee 
ee ee Fe! 

MUSLIN oe ee 
Muslin is a plain woven fabric. ay f éy a ae 

The term is applied to almost any of eo a Bt ee 
the soft white cotton fabrics. It Be IR ge ot 
is put to a variety of uses. It de- Besta me.) ry | 
rived its name from the city of Mon- ROOF eal & i Say 
sul, on the Tigris River, where it was {I f ee rae ee 
first made. ee er OF y Midge) 

Muslin is used in both the bleached ie ee ee 
and the unbleached state. The ., Fors foe ied 
bleached muslin is used principally ig Pay Rehan es 
for underwear, bedding and aprons. ree ates. ee i 
Unbleached muslin is used where ‘see ee om. 

a stronger material is required and pest ee wes ela SS 
where the question of whiteness is —————— 
not an important factor. Fig. 4, 

The bleached muslin is white, hay- The Cottons Plane 
ing been subjected to a bleaching 
process. Cotton grows between 35 degrees 

The unbleached muslin does not south latitude and 45 degrees north 
pass through the stages of finishing latitude. 
that are used for the bleached mus- The countries producing the cot- 
lin. After the unbleached muslin is ton of today are Brazil, Egypt, India 
boiled off it is dried, pressed, made and the United States. 
up into bolts, and then shipped to India is the oldest known cotton- 

é market. producing country in the world.
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In China cotton has been eulti- The Sea Island Cotton grows on 

vated since the earliest times as a the islands off the southern United 
garden plant, yet the people never States, and is the-long-fiber cotton. 

turned it to account until the end of The Upland Cotton grows on the 
the 13th century. uplands of our Southern States. It is 

i . the short-fiber cotton and is com- 
Cotton studied under the micro- monly known as ‘‘short staple’ eot- 

scope reminds one of a twisted ton. 

tubing. Before the fiber is ripe it The species grown here are shrubs 

has the appearance of tubing, but as and grow from three to six feet in 

it ripens it twists. The twist aidsin height. The flower resembles the 

the spinning properties and gives  hollyhock. When it first opens, it 

elasticity to the fabric. is nearly white, changing in a few 

There are many varieties of the day sito a (pulls ene Be Cres O mae. 
comes a purplish hue. 

cotton pet nee He commonly All the flowers do not bloom at the 
known in the United States are the game time ‘Those at the hottontol 

Sea Island Cotton and the Upland ine plant open first. 
Cotton. (See Bulletin 302, U. S. It is no uncommon sight to see a 

Dept. of Agriculture.) plant with the bolls bursting, the 
‘ flowers in bloom, and the buds just 

| y ee forming. 

| 3 ; After the cotton picking begins it 
| ie eee is kept up continuously until the 
Se j Sc Christmas holidays. 
iy ca ae a Ginning is the first process thru 
J Rae yop | which the cotton passes after pick- 

¥ th a | ing. The process separates the seeds 
ww SS 4 te from the fiber. 
. Br we ee Until 1793 this work was done by 

4 : a hand and it was a very slow process, 

Beer ee but with the invention of the cotton 
; aia tes gin by Eli Whitney the work was 

i eg made easier. Formerly one man 
| : : could seed only one pound in a day 
| sre se Ora) by hand, but now he can attend three 

4 gins and clean four thousand pounds 
: x ' x of cotton in one day. 

eS i When the seeds have been removed 
J a _ __ the cotton is made into bales of about 

| oT 4] five hundred pounds each. In bal- 
he a % ing it is pressed into shape by an 

. eet hydraulic press, then wrapped in 
Pain ae burlap, and strapped with iron 

Fig. 5. bands. It is now ready for shipment 
Cotton Bolls, unopen and open. as raw cotton.
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When it reaches the factory, the Two or more yarns are sometimes 
bale is opened and the cotton sorted. twisted together after the spinning, 

The Breaking and Picking process thus making the two or three-ply 
opens up the cotton and thus rids it yarn. 

of the sand, dead leaves and other If the yarn is to be dyed the 
dirt. It is then formed into a lap. bleaching may be omitted. The 

bleaching consists of scouring the 
yarn with a cold dilute bleaching 

7 aE ear z powder, followed by an acid bath 
by spate and thorough washing. 

5 ae tee 
oe The warp threads, or ends, are the 

i, ail - threads that extend lengthwise of 
ie cod any material. They are the strongest 

threads. 

: Fig. 6. WOOF 

Cotton Seed with fiber attached. ; 
The woof threads, which are also 

The lap resembles the roll of cot- known as the filling, weft or picks, 
ton batting with which you are fa- are the threads that are interlaced 
miliar, and which is used in the mak. across the warp threads. 
ing of comforters. 

The Carding machine lays the SELVAGE i 
- ee a The edge formed by the woof ; 

“ae ‘ MY Slivers thread at either side of the cloth is 
Peony aes : : the selvage. The term is a contrac- 
When a fine grade of yarn is re- tion of the words “self”? and 

quired the cotton is Combed. “edge.” 

The Drawing and Doubling pro- are : ep EET 
cess is often repeated several times. ee pes ee ere Fae 
By this process several slivers are ie 2 See ae Soper ees : SS SS ee united and drawn together and a a eae ar eee . SRE att Beal Freres! Tes ari Ror a ee slight twist is given to them. Pea eka HE gee | 

Tn the Slubbing process the opera- ae a ae ws eis tion aE | 
tion is repeated three times, each ioe eae Se 
time making a finer yarn and adding Eerie ee more twist. Be Se ee 

The last slubbing frame makes th2 Figo (... 
Roving, which is the last twist before 

the Spinning. It is then put on the Warp threads are the vertical ones shown 
Bobbins. here. Woof threads are those running 

ae : left to right. Selvage is formed by 
The Se process is the final the turn of Woof threads at ‘twist given to the yarn. each side.
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WEAVING To straighten any kind of muslin, 

i The interlacing of the warp and cut the selvage at one side/tea 
woof threads is weaving. ‘There the cloth to the opposite selvage and 

are many ways of interlacing the cut the selvage. The selvage is cut 
threads, producing a plain or pat- because it is woven closer than the 

tern weave. Wien the interlacing of Tet of the material and should not 
the threads is regular, viz:—one be torn, as the resistance might 
thread over and one under, a plain cause the material to split i the 
weave is produced. opposite direction and thus spoil the 

material. To guard against such an 
TO STRAIGHTEN CLOTH accident always eut the selvage at 

There are three ways to straighten the ‘point 1 be torn, phen TERT BELOSS : 
Sloth (1) Draw @ thecadeand oat the material to the opposite side and 

in the space thus formed. apasinaa ts 

5) ; oa Examine the muslin carefully and 
lee : ; | answer the following :— 

ae 4 eee | What is its weave? 
: Ss ; or | Indicate the selvage. 

Tr Se | How was the selvage formed? 
7 SE | __ Grip the cloth with the thumb and 

| i ea Neo first finger of each hand about six 
ie e/? inches apart and pull tightly along 
peo ee ay eo the warp threads. 
28 aye Reon Saas Repeat the same operation on the 

Sa . cocoa woof threads. 
Fig. 8. What difference did you observe? 

Drawing a thread. Why this difference? 

Observe the raw edges. 

. (2) Cut along a stripe of the ma- Do they look straight? 
terial having the stripe woven into How can you determine whether 
the cloth. cr not they are straight? 

If the torn edges are not straight, 
hie ian a a how may they be straightened? 
a my aes Suppose the raw edges have a 
5 A Bom | eurved appearance, how could it be 
L Oy) Aig,” mae \ - proven that they are straight? 
4 mee ee A Straighten both raw edges of the 

B 3 EBs ES Loe unbleached muslin. It is then ready 
Rr Ve ~~ ff © for the laying of the hems. 

Eee 2 iS : THE HEM 

Fig. 9. A Hem is made by folding the raw 
E Cutting along a stripe. edge of the material twice in the 

same direction and fastening same in 
(3) Tear the material. that position. The first fold is nar-
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row, the width depending on the After the width of the hem has 
weave of the material and its tend- been decided, crease and pin, using 
ency to fray. The second fold is not less than five pins; one at the 
made the required width for the fin- center, one at each selvage and one 
ished hem. This width depends on on either side of the center, half way 
the place to be finished and pro- between the center and the selvage. 
tected by the hem. It varies accord- Place each pin at right angles to 
ing to the position and material, and the folded edge as shown in the illus- 
the taste of the maker. tration. 

For the Protection Cloth, turn TO THREAD THE NEEDLE 
down one-fourth inch on the raw 
edge. Crease by putting the first It is better to thread the needle 
finger of the right hand back of the directly from the spool because of 
edge being creased and scratch down po Ss 
with the thumb nail. The edge may } ‘ 

be pinched into position also, but the die 
creasing with the thumb is better. : ap 
NOTE—Never draw the edge to ; Bey fp 

be creased over the edge of a table ff Fs 
or machine. It stretches the edge of Ar a | 

the material and it is almost im- Pee 4 - 
possible to get rid of the fullness ero e Z | 
thus formed. Bre 

The second fold is to be of the re- | it SS 
quired width for the hem. i 1, i/ 

The width of the hem must be dew | 1S pes 
cided upon from two points of view, =~ Seva 
viz:—utility and appearance. The Fig. 11. 

first point is governed by the ma- Putting Needle on Thread. 
terial. In deciding upon the width 
for appearance the relation of the é ae a 
hem to the length of the cloth must é "ae Pig 
be considered. = : aa 

: f ae). ASD 

hi Foc a 7} 
MA ae Lar a Beet | ut 

[Bene EUS VE 
Fig. 10. Fig. 12. 

Pinning Hem, Passing needle along thread.
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the twist in the thread which makes Hold the crossed threads in posi- 
it liable to knot. Hold the thread tion with left thumb. 
near the end in the left hand. With Roll the end over the crossed 
the right hand put the needle on the thread with the thumb and first fin- 
thread. ger of the left hand, at the same time 

Raise the thumb just enough to pull the thread slightly with the 
pass the needle along on the thread. right hand, drawing the thread into 

Observe that the needle is in the the required knot. 
right hand ready for use. Break off 
about 18 inches of thread. The width BASTING 
of the chest serves as a good measure Basting is temporary stitching. It 

for proper length of thread. is used to hold two pieces of cloth in 
a required position and as a guide 

TO MAKE A KNOT for permanent stitching. . 

Place the thread, end downward Even Basting is used where two 
toward the worker, over the first fin- pieces of cloth are to be held firmly, 
ger of the left hand. . as in the seams of a garment that is 
UT ; eee to be fitted. The stitches and spaces 

aie | are of the same length. 
is OE. V9 | Uneven Basting is used where ma- 

f Cae eS 4! terials are to be held together and no 
( tees _ | | fitting is required. It is used as a 

i oj F ‘ guide for permanent stitching. The 
: if / ; stitch may be long and the space 4 A .) | short, or the stitch short and the 

pee oteeane ee RP space long. The stitches and spaces 
- Fig. 13. are uneven. 

First step in making knot. Vertical or Tailor’s Basting is used 

when two pieces of material are to 
‘Wrap the thread around the finger pe held in position one above the 

once and cross the end, as shown in other, as in basting a lining or an 

the illustration. (Fig. 14.) interlining. The stitch is a slanting 
rae aa stitch, but it gets its name from the 

; : : fact that the needle is set at a ver- 
‘ : ‘ | tical position. The work is kept flat 

: A ceed) ‘we | on the table for this basting. 

: i Le : Start a basting with a knot on the 
ih ew front side of the goods and fasten it 

j oa ‘ a by taking two stitches in the same 
E j — place. 
A A | When learning to baste, take one 
Nees” % h stitch at a time, later two or three 
PES EE f te Bs stitches may be taken before remov- 

; rere esa ing the needle. 

Fig. 14, Place the Protection Cloth on the 
Second step in making knot. table with the bulk of the material
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a 

Neer tose ee eo eee uneven 
TERR SNS OR RR OR ee 

| MAMA ASS QA KE 
BBN Da Nea aes NG NEN NSO NY SEN Gr NE NONE 

| LOR SU ECA nee kee 2 eee US MERTIGAL) 

: Fig. 15. 
1st (top) row—Even Basting. 2nd, 3rd, 4th rows—Uneven Basting. 

5th row—Vertical or Tailor’s Basting. 

toward the worker, letting it fall in Proceed across the hem, keeping 
the lap. the slant of the stitch and the dis- 

Baste, with small, even basting,. tance between the stitches uniform. ~ 
along the folded edge, which is held Make the stitches as small as pos- 
in position by pins. sible. : 

No knots are used. 
oicgae To end the thread, take two or 

: The Hemming Stitch is a slanting three very small stitches in the same 
stitch. f place. 

To fasten the thread when begin- Cut off the thread. Never bite the 
ning the hem, slip the needle thruthe thread. f 
folded edge of the hem and take a To start a new thread, slip the 

small stitch on the edge. Tuck the needle thru the folded edge of the 
end of the thread in under the hem. the hem and back about two stitches. 

Hold the hem over the first finger With the point of the needle tuck the 
of the left hand, the folded edge of end of the thread in between the 
the hem and the bulk of the material hem and proceed with the hemming. 
toward the right hand and dropping 
into the lap; the second finger of the 

left hand is slipped over the outside THE CHAIN AND OUTLINE 
of the cloth and holds the material STITCHES 
being hemmed in position. ‘ 

Take up a few threads of the mus- The chain and outline stitches are 
lin and pass the needle thru the used as decorative stitches in em- 

folded edge of the hem, slanting the broidery work and in marking linens 
needle slightly to the left shoulder. and underwear. 

Next, set the needle into the mus- The Protection Cloth is to be 
lin opposite the thread in the folded marked with the full name of the 
edge, take up a few threads of the owner, so that it may be identified 
muslin and pass the needle thru the at a glance. 
folded edge, thus forming the second Thread a No. 5 needle with a 

stitch. thread of marking cotton.
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CHAIN STITCH To fasten the thread begin back 
The chain stitch resembles the about one-half inch on the line to be 

links of a chain when finished. The ™arked and put in two or three 
thread is fastened by bringing it Small running stitches, then turn the 

thru from the under side of the ma- Cloth and work from you. _ 
terial and taking a small stitch. NOTE—In the chain stitch the 

Hold the thread to the léft and in Work is begun at the top and worked 
position with the left thumb, as own; in the outline stitch, the oper- 

‘shown in the illustration. (Fig. 16.) ation is away from the worker. 
Insert the needle at exactly the Insert the needle on the line and 

same place where the thread comes take a short stitch on the line. 
out, and take a medium stitch, bring- = p= aa 
ing the needle out over the loop thus ae 
formed. ae | 

eA adidas me ee as 

Be OP ae 5 arti acces ro) 
ed > Be ie Fig. 17.. 

: Fig. 16 The Outline Stitch. 

4 Coo ny Set the needle in again, a stitch’s 
: length beyond, and on the line, keep- 

xs ie) cane e 2 nace 
ote — ere pee eh oe ing the thread to the same side of the . 

thumb as before and insert the needle ee each ae if . i a“ ie 
into the loop, taking up a stitch and peed 1s. to) te, Tebee ee ee 2 
bringing the needle out over the needle, oo eee thru-out the on 
thread, thus making another loop. pee ae Ae eee ae ne 

Continue in this way, trying to thread is started on the left side of 

keep the stitches of equal length and the needle. 
Caen sanlonge: i Practice the outline stitch. 

Aon a2 good hain teh an NOW deve, whether the cal, 
be made practice the outline stitch. mackie heeie ee anrCtin 

OUTLINE STITCH 

The outline stitch defines the line Bans dene OTEC Hex 
in embroidery or in marking house- 

hold linens and underwear with let- With pencil, write the full name 
ters. at one end of the Protection Cloth, 

Avoid the use of knots. two inches from the edges, making
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the capital letters of the name three- Secure a piece of material with a 
fourths of an inch high, and the small _selvage ; mount and indicate the selv- 
letters three-eighths of an inch in age; warp; woof. 

height. Mount the piece showing the prac- 
Outline or chain stitch the name tice hem. 

written. Mount the piece showing the prac- 
tice outline and chain stitches. 

TERMS USED IN THE PROTEC- Mount newspaper or magazine 
TION CLOTH LESSON clippings referring to cotton, cotton’ 

mnhicnched lengthwise manufacture, looms, ete. : ; 

ena raat The tests and examinations given 
cotton nee from time to time by the teacher 
fabrics selvage should be included in this Record. 

Monsul weave 
manufactured __ basting QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

nies ! oe Why was cotton material chosen 
ne Ua for the Protection Cloth? 

ae Menara aye Outline the steps thru which cot- 
thread bolls ans 

ton passes in its manufacture. 

. Give a short sketch of the history 
STUDENT’S RECORD oP cotton. 

This Record should be a full memo- Describe cotton as seen under the 
randa of the classroom work. It microscope. 
should show the points gained by the Name five by-produets of cotton. 
pupil in working out each problem. What is Muslin? 

The problems are based on a se- Define warp; woof; selvage. 
quence of educational principles, and Define weaving. 
the Record should be an evidence How may cloth be straightened? 
of this. What is a hem? 

It is not the plan of this course to Define basting. 
have models of work perfected and Where is even basting used? Un- 
mounted in a book for future refer- even basting? Vertical basting? 
ence. Such a plan would be a waste Name the decorative stitches 
of time and energy. Often it is ad- learned. 
visable to try a new stitch be- Explain the following terms: 
fore putting it on the work one is combing; carding; drawing; roving. 
doing. These practice pieces may How may cotton be bleached? 
be mounted in the note book. ‘What can be said about cotton as 

Secure samples of different grades an industry in the United States? 
of muslin. Study the weave, the tex- What is the appearance of the 
ture and the grade of yarn used in hemming stitch on the right side? 
the making. These may be mounted What two things must be observed 
with the width and price, also indi- while hemming? 
eate any other data that may seem What is the average width and 
advisable. i cost of unbleached muslin?
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HOME APPLICATION OF THE separate names respectively. (Ex- 
PROTECTION CLOTH ample: glass toweling; hand towel- 

PRINCIPLES ing.) 

The following articles can be made Cheese cloth is the material for 
from the knowledge gained thru the dust cloths. 
experiences in the Protection Cloth The bread cloths are usually made 

project. from an old and worn tablecloth. 

The plain hand towel, dish towel, They are cut to size, hemmed and 
glass towel, dust cloth, bread cloth, used to wrap fresh bread after bak- 
card table cover and plain runner '™8- 
are all finished: with the plain hem The cover for the card table may 
and may be marked with the chain be made of cotton Indianhead or 
or outline stitch, according to the de- _ linen. The figures are outlined or 
sire of the maker. chain stitened. 

The material for the hand towel, The plain runner may be made of 
dish towel and glass towel is usually toweling or Art crash. It can be 
erash and can be bought under their put to a variety of uses.
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BAG 

To determine the size and the Use the pattern just developed to 
shape of the bag, also the amount of determiné the amount of material re- 
material— quired. 

Cut several pieces of paper to Open up the hems you have made 
these sizes—614’x18”; 8x22”, and on your paper pattern. 

514”x7”. Fold these so as to secure How wide is it? 
the most pleasing proportions for a How many pieces like this could 
small bag. you get out of a piece of material 

Which one do you like best? one yard wide? 
How long is the bag? How long is the pattern? 

How wide is the bag? How much material would you 

Which way of the bag would the Cay 
warp threads extend? NOTE—Where several bags can be 
Would there be a selvage on the eut from one width of material, the 

material? Why? students may arrange in groups and 
In your experiment with paper divide so as to reduce expense and 

have you allowed for hems on the ee en a 
sides and at the top of the bag? 

How wide do you think the hems TO DETERMINE SUITABLE 
on the sides should be? Why? MATERIAL FOR THE BAG 

oo clon fess oe es Any firm, plain-woven material, as 
Why? 8 plain gingham, chambray, cotton 

5 : 5 poplin, light-weight cretonne or soft 
What width ribbon or tape will silk will make a serviceable bag. 

you use for the strings? Match the-thread to the material 
; How wide will you make the cas- you select. 
ing in the top hems for the strings? No. 60 thread will be the correct 

After you have selected the size  gize, 
and shape of the bag and have de- Use a No. 8 needle. 
cided upon the widths of hems, cut Match the material or secure an 
another paper making the necessary harmonious contrast in ribbon or 
allowances for hems. tape for strings. 

Fold the hems on the paper plan How many strings do you need? 

for the bag, and be sure it is the size How can you determine the length 
you desire. of the strings? 

Indicate on the paper the casing Allow for bows or lapping at the ; 
for the strings. ends of the strings. 

The planning of this bag in paper For the average bag, one and one- 
is really the development of a pat- half yards of tape or ribbon are re- 
tern. quired.
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: GINGHAM What advantage is there in being 

Gingham is a cotton material and able to draw threads and cutting in 
is always made with a plain weave. the space? 

It is a wash fabric and is woven in Hem the long edges of the bag, 
checks and plaid patterns. It ismost aking a narrow hem. ie ne 
commonly used for women’s and _ Be careful that the sitting position 
children’s aprons and dresses. is erect and that the feet are on the 

floor while sewing. 
CHAMBRAY The needle slants slightly toward 

; the left shoulder. 
Chamibray, a nicl poser lies GUE: The stitch is a slant stitch. ham in its weave and finish, is a light- j ; : ‘ Care should be taken to have the - weight cotton fabric. It is made in d Pope y 

: 3 3 stitches uniform and show as little as light, soft colors, having one color in . . a th eee ith hit possible on the right side. 
on gees ae ae ihte = ia - ae Hem the short ends of the bag, 
ae ue a ene Sea ees making the hem about two inches 

Se one G0lor: wide. See that all hems are turned 
to the same side. P 

eo : Fasten the thread securely and 
Cotton Poplin is a plain-woven ma- neatly. 

terial, the rep effect being obtained To locate the line for the stitching - 
by using a fine warp. in the casing a marker is used. The 

marker will also serve as a guide for 
CRETONNE the stitching. : 

Cretonne is a cotton material of A basting thread will serve as the 
plain weave, or having a twill effect. marker. 
The pattern is printed on one side of Locate with a basting the distance 
the material and gives an elaborate above the hemming in the large hems 
pattern effect. where running stitches are to be 

It is woven in widths from twenty- placed that will form the casings. 
five inches to thirty-six inches, and Basting should always be done 

is used for couch covers, draperies with thread of color different from 
and comforters. that used for stitches which are to 

MiG Fs he be permanent. Why? 
AK IE 

Prepare the material according to RUNNING STITCH 
che pattern designed. The running stitch is a small, reg- 

Straighten the raw edges of the ular stitch passing over and under 
material. an equal amount of material. It re- 

Which method is used to sembles a very small basting stitch 
straighten the material? and is used for seams which have 

Place the pattern on the cloth and little or no strain, for tucking and 
cut out the bag. If the material per- gathering. 
mits, threads may be drawn for the The running stitch is made by 
required size and cut in the spaces working the needle in and out of the 
thus made. material, taking as many stitches on
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the needle as possible, then sliding pinned, there is no objection to their 

them back off the needle and jogging being basted instead of pinned Start 
the needle forward again. The sis 

stitches and spaces are of equal Vee —: 

length. faeen ie cee yey eeeer 
' 1 

* . Sih ise a 

ie Pee ae eae ex a 

Fig. 18. 
The Running Stitch. BEES! meen te 

Fasten the thread at the side of the ' Hie 
bag opposite the line of basting, by ; Fig. 19 eee 

taking two or three stitches in the Pinning sides of ee for overhanding. 
same place. 

Begin at the right side and have at the large hems and baste toward 
the front of the bag facing you. Hold the bottom of the bag. 
the material between the thumb and 
first finger of each hand; the thumb OVERHANDING 
and first finger of the left hand Overhanding is a straight stitch 
should hold the material in position used to join folded or selvage edges, 
tight enough for the thumb and first as in patching, seams in pillow cases, 
finger of the right hand, with a rock- piecing on a gore in underwear and 
ing motion of the wrist, to push the sewing on lace. 
needle thru the material, making the Hold the seam between the thumb 
required stitch. and first finger of the left hand and 
When you have reached the oppo- parallel to the first finger. 

site side of the casing, fasten the 
thread securely by taking two or Wi chs erate ack en ame 

three stitches in the same place. Cut a SS : 
the thread. (Never bite the thread.) a ne oS ou 
Remove the basting thread. a See 
Make a casing in the opposite hem est Pane y df Ny 

exactly the same as the one just | Ree ess x ee 
made. Be Pe J ets 

Fold the material crosswise, match- es ey & 
ing the wide hems on either side. é a ks see ais 

Pin the side hems in position for Ee igre sega ae 
overhanding. (Fig. 19.) ; 

If you find the side hems more Fig. 20. 

easily overhanded when basted than Overhanding.
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Insert the needle at right angles to the strings, as you note, come out on 
the edge of the material being over- opposite sides of the bag. 
handed and take up a few threads on The bag will close when the strings 
each side of the seam. at the opposite sides are pulled. 

To overhand the seams of the bag The open ends of the strings may 
begin at the large hems and over- be finished by tying a bow knot, or 
hand toward the bottom of the bag. by lapping the ends and turning 

Fasten the threads by taking two under the raw edges and hemming 
or three stitches in the same place. them down. 

Insert the needle at right angles to Q 
the edge. The needle points directly | TERMS USED IN BAG LESSON 
toward you if the seam is held 5 ; 
parallel to the first finger of the left material gingham 
hand and the finger in turn is held poplin : cretonne 
parallel to the chest. thread chambray 

Take the stitches very close to- walt WEENe gether. i couch draperies 

Do not take the stitch too deep, EAE wyubts i Saat i 2 stitch casing since it will make a ridge. overhanding odin 

vey ee STUDENT'S RECORD 
Two ribbons or tapes are used for The plan for the Record book re- 

draw strings so that the bag will mains the same thru-out the course. 
open and close easily. Make a paper pattern of your bag 

Use a ribbon runner or a bodkin to one-fourth the size and mount it. Se- 
run the drawstrings thru the cas- cure samples of materials suitable for 
ings. bags and mount. Label samples and 

mark with price and width. Show 
ae illustration of running and overhand 

stitches by drawings or newspaper 
or magazine clippings. 

Make a sketch showing the cor- 
rect way of putting in draw strings. 

See 
Fig. 21. BAGS FOR THE HOME AND 

Bodkin at top. Ribbon Runner at bottom. OTHER USES 

é The following bags are based on 
Starting at the opening in the hem the lesson just One 

put a string thru the casing, coming 

out at the other opening on the same 
side of the bag. LAUNDRY BAG 

Starting at the opposite side, put The laundry bag may be made of 
the other string into the casing and unbleached muslin and a design sten- 
run around the bag. The ends of ciled on it. (Fig. 22.)
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Another way would be to outline the draw strings and the groups of 
or chain stitch the word LAUNDRY threads darned. This method is es- 
on it with a coarse marking cotton. pecially suited to more advanced 

Other materials that may be used students. 
are cretonne, denim and chintz. FANCY SILK BAGS 

A BAG OF CRASH Fancy silk bags may be made from 
silk bought by the yard or from rib- 

The bag in the illustration is made on. If the ribbon is bought the re- 
of crash toweling. (Iigs. 22, 23.) quired width, the hemming on the 

To. form the design, threads were _ sides is omitted. 

removed and colored marking cotton The accompanying _ illustrations 
woven or darned into the space. may serve as suggestions. (Figs. 

The threads were also removed for 22, 23.) :
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HALF SLEEVES 

Half sleeves are worn as a protec- —o = tion to the long sleeved dress. Many il i 
Domestic Science teachers require | , 
them worn during the cooking lesson " ) 
as a part of the uniform. \ ) 

They are made of white lawn, | 
linen, cambric or muslin. h 

They may be plain or trimmed ae- i i 
cording to the taste of the girl. : | 

The sleeves, or cuffs, as they are | [ Ht 

sometimes called, should be made to SS iii 
fit the person who is’to wear them. Fig. 25. 

3 "7 a Draft for Half Sleeves Pattern. 

: : z| See ABCD in illustration. 

ea den, Bisect the lines AB and CD. 
. ae 4 | | Connect the points of bisection. 

\ 2] Measure to the right of point F a 
. > j distance equal to one-half the hand 

2 Nige = vg measure and place a point. See point 
: P in illustration. 
ener Measure to the left of point F a 

Fig. 24. distance equal to one-half the hand 
Half Sleeves, measure and place a point. See point 

; O in illustration. 
Decide how far below the elbow Measure down two inches from 

the sleeves are to extend. points A and B and locate points 
Take the measure of the outside Gand H. See illustration. (Fig. 25.) 

arm from the wrist to the place Connect the points GO and HP. 
below the elbow decided upon for the Connect the points GEH with a 
top of the sleeve. curved line, as shown in illustration. 

Take the measurement of the Extend lines GO and HP two 
elbow bent. inches to allow for hems and shrink- 

Take the measurement around the age. 
fist (the hand closed). Draw dash (i.e.:----) lines one 

The measurements are as follows: inch from and parallel to the lines 
Elbow measurement : GO and HP. 
Hand measurement : NOTE—The seams are provided 
Length: for in the extension just made. 

Draw a rectangle equal to the out- Cut on the dash lines at the side 
side arm measurement of the half and the curved line at the top and 
sleeve, and as wide as the elbow the dash line at the bottom of the 
around-the-arm measurement. pattern.
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LAWN The length of the half sleeve de- 

5 ; . termines the amount of material re- 
Lawn is a light-weight cotton ma- ured. Teeihe lenpan of hei 

terial of plain weave. A 5 
Tt was originally manufactured at terial add four inches to allow for 

Laon, near Rheims, in France. sewing and the straightening of the 

It is often printed in flower effects, material. 
or tinted in plain colors. 

It is used for ladies’ and children’s [JP =u | 
dresses, aprons and such other arti- 
cles as require a sheerer material 

than muslin. 
Lawn is made in various grades 

and ranges in price from thirty cake si ae Li Dimmll 
Fig. 26. 

LINEN Placing Pattern on Material. 

Linen is a plain woven material 
made from the flax fiber. Place the pattern on the material 

It is noted for its brightness of with the line EF of the pattern on 
color and its wearing qualities. It is the length of the goods. If the ma- 
used for household linens, sheets, terial is not wide enough to cut both 
pillow cases, ladies’ and children’s cuffs at once by folding the ma- 
dresses and aprons. It is more ex- terial, the pattern may be placed as 

pensive than cotton, but is very dur- shown in the illustration. (Fig. 26.) 
able and whitens with constant wash- Join the edges HP and GO with 
ing. small, even bastings. Use a No. 8 

needle and a No. 60 thread. 

CAMBRIC 
Seite : FRENCH SEAM 

Cambric is a cotton material of 
plain weave with a smooth finish. The A French seam is used when the 
name was originally given to a fine material is fine and a neat finish is 

linen fabric. required. 

The finish is obtained by using a It is a seam made within a seam. 
sizing, then dried and put thru the The first seam is made on the right 
calendering process. side of the garment and the running 

This calendering process is aniron- stitch is used. The seam is then 
ing process, giving the material a trimmed to within one-eighth of an 
great pressure and thus producing a_ inch, or closer if the material per- 

gloss. mits. 

Cambric was first manufactured in Turn the garment to the wrong 
Cambria, France. side and crease the seam along the 

It is made thirty-six inches wide line of the stitching. 
and ranges in price from fourteen to Baste the seam the required width, 
thirty cents per yard. using small, even basting.
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Make the second stitching far Repeat the stitch until the seam is 
enough below the creased edge to in- finished. 
clude the raw edge on the inside of Remove the basting. 
the seam. There must not be ravel- Fasten all the threads securely. 

ings on the right side of the garment. Backstitch the other cuff. 
Sometimes by holding the seam to The sleeves may be finished with a 
the light the raw edge can be easily one-half inch hem. 
seen and the depth of the seam can 
be more easily determined. TERMS USED IN THE HALF 

SLEEVE LESSON 
BACKSTITCHING 

reo ee * sleeves lawn 
Backstitching is used in place of canibiie ane 

machine stitching. It is used where Gales ethene 
strength is required in the stitch. It ae mearanant 
is rarely used when one has a ma- i 

; see ‘ rectangle extension 
chine, because it is a slow, pains- ‘al 
taking operation. It is used on the cunyed ee ‘ 
euffs, as the operation here is short quever flax 2: 

and there will be enough practice to fiber expensive 
acquaint the student with the stitch. finish ee 

The stitch gets its name from the pressure gloss 
fact that the needle is always set garment ravelings 

back into the last stitch made. stitch operation 
Fasten the thread at one end, hold- 

ing the cuff in such a position that STUDENT’S RECORD 
the bulk of the material is to the 

> right and downward toward the lap. Let one-fourth or one-eighth of an 
Insert the needle back of the thread inch represent’an inch and draw the 

into the last stitch and take up the cuff draft in the Record Book. That 
material on the needle, bringing the is called drawing to a scale. 
needle out the length of a stitch in Secure samples of materials dis- 

advance of the thread, as shown in  eussed in the lesson and mount. The 
the illustration. (Fig. 27.) width and price are valuable infor- 

: : Bis a as mation. 

= SSS SSS 
ie are) ere eee SUGGESTIONS 

Reeeoee le See) Ve oe eae Plain cuffs, such as have been con- 
seh oes 1 eee sidered in this lesson, are used by 
bees re SANS Evga cooking classes and hospital nurses. 

ee | CA girl handy with the needle and lo- 
a ee ae cated in a city or town where her 
— | italent could be used, might make 

Fig. 27. cuffs and establish for herself a small 

Backstitching. income.
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QUESTIONS When would backstitching be 

What do you understand by a used ? 
pattern? How many materials have you 

Has the Half-sleeve pattern helped learned of thus far? 

in making the idea of a pattern Did you do your own buying of 
clearer to you? material for Half Sleeves? 

a to ses eure If it requires sixteen inches of a 
ae 7 ne pattern atter it 18 yard-wide material for a pair of 

“What decided your choice of ma ee sche ge = pee beets 8S 
tas £4 ti 

terial for the sleeves? ae ene ae 
Compare Lawn and Linen. What would it cost to supply a 

Compare Lawn and Cambrice. elass of twenty girls with material at 
What do you understand by length fourteen cents per yard, if a pair of 

of the goods? sleeves can be cut from sixteen 

Define a French seam. melee oF cloth? : ue 
Define backstitching. Is there any gain by buying in one 
How does backstitching compare piece? 

with machine stitching on the wrong ‘What would have been the gain in 
side? the above problem? ~
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COOKING CAP 

The Cap is worn as a protection Draw EA and FB. 
to the hair from dust while work- The figure AEFB is the front of 
ing, and to hold in place stray hairs the cap. 

while one is engaged in cooking. Copy (x) on the figure AEFB as 
(X<) as they appear in the 

GE (xX) illustration. 
5 : One and one-half inches to the 
25 es right of the front of the cap, draw a 

5 en 20-inch square. Name the square 

: Oe ED ABCD. 
{ io eee ee Bisect the sides of the square. 
2 : es Name the points of bisection E, 

ie 6 F, G, H. 
m 2) y ae Draw HF and EG. (Fig. 29.) 

: = AF Four and one-half inches to the 
ee right and left of F place points. 

‘s Name these points X and Y. 
: Draw a semi-circle starting at 

point E and pass thru point H and 
Fig. 28. G. Connect points X and E, and 

Cooking Cap. points ¥ and G with curved lines. ~ 

The figure, XEHGY is the top or 
The cap may be made of white back of the cap. 

lawn, dotted swiss or cambrie to Copy the () on the front of the 
match the sleeves. (X) cap as they are 

To make the pattern, secure a -(X) shown in the illus- 
piece of paper 27 inches wide and 30 tration. (Fig. 29.) 
inches long. These crosses indicate the length 

Place the paper on the desk with of material. 

the 30-inch dimension extending § The seams are included in this 
from left to right, and the 27-inch di- draft. Cut out the pattern of the 
mension extending from front to cap. 

back. Keep paper in this position ry 
while drawing. RESUME 

Two inches from the left hand How wide is the material that has 
edge draw a rectangle 21 inches long _ been selected for the cap? 
by 514 inches wide. Name the rect- What is the price per yard? - 
chineangle ABCD. (Fig. 29.) How many inches long must the 

Two inches up from point C and _ material be for the cap? 
two inches down from point D place What part of a yard is that 
the points E and F. amount?
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LAWN MAKING THE COOKING CAP 

Lawn is a light-weight cotton ma- The cap may be sewed entirely by 
terial of plain weave. It was orig- hand or with a combination of hand 
inally manufactured at Laon, near and machine. 
Rheims, in France. It is often printed We advise the combination of 
in flower effects, or tinted in plain hand and machine, as time is an im- 
colors. It is used for ladies’ and portant factor, as well as technique, 
children’s dresses, aprons and such and the average person would not 
other articles which require a sheerer hackstitch a long seam that could as 

material than muslin. well be sewed on the machine. 

As this course aims to be practical 
DOTTED SWISS as well as educational, directions for 

Swiss is a cotton material sheerer both hand and machine sewing /are 
in texture than lawn and harder to &'V°™ | ae eee 

the touch. It was originally made in Machine stitching, backstitching 
Switzerland, hence its name. There ° the combination stitch may be 
are many varieties of swiss. The used around the front of the cap on 

curtain swiss and the dotted swiss the edges AEFB. 
being the most common. The dotted To backstitch the front of the cap, 
swiss is used for waists and chil. See lesson on backstitching (Half 
dren’s dresses. It is more expensive Sleeves). EATS Seip 
than other materials of the same cot- The combination stitch is made by 
ton texture. This is due to the ex- taking two or three running stitches 
pense of making the material rather anda backstitch. For directions on 

than the value of the cotton used in the running stitch, see Bag lesson, 
its manufacture. page 25. : 

If the machine is used, some knowl- 

CAMBRIC edge and practice must be had before 
attempting the stitching. 

Cambric is a cotton material of 
plain weave with a smooth finish. SEWING MACHINE 
The name was originally given to a 

fine linen fabric. Sit up well in your chair directly 
The finish is obtained by using a jn front of the machine. The com- 

sizing, then dried and put thru the mon mistake made by the beginner 
ealendering process. is tilting forward on the edge of 

This calendering process is aniron- the chair and having the chair too 
ing process, giving the material a far back from the machine so that 
great pressure and thus producing a the arms rest on the edge of the 

gloss. machine to support the body. Sit 
Cambric was first manufactured in erect and do not rest on the machine. 

Cambria, France. Put both feet on the treadle. (See 

It is thirty-six inches wide and _ the guide book for your machine and 
ranges in price from fourteen to learn the names of the parts of the 
thirty cents. machine, )
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Unthread the machine and remove Cut off the corners E and F out- 
the shuttle. side of the stitching to remove the 

Raise the presser foot and loosen bulk. If seam is too wide or raveled, 
the screw in the hand wheel that con- trim slightly, being careful not to 
nects the machine with the wheels. cut too close to the stitching. 
The wheels will then revolve without E F 
working the other parts of the 
machine. = —< 

Press the feet forward and back 
with a rocking motion. Fig. 30. 

Practice this until you have a Cortera tee he-vanovad: 
smooth, even motion and ean start or 
stop at will, without using the hand Turn the front of the Cap right 

po tis Oe Gage a aly side out and crease along the line of 

machine smoothly, tighten the screw ee 
SRO hand eohieal: Face the bottom edge of the top of 

Place two thicknesses of material one oe ee) 
(white muslin is good practice cloth) 
between the feed and the presser TO CUT A BIAS 

an shospressen foot: A bias is a diagonal cut across the 

Stitch slowly and carefully with. ‘@"™P and woof threads. There a 
out thread, guiding the cloth. two kinds of biases, the parmiont bias 

Do not pull the cloth from behind. also called the tailor’s bias, and the 

The machine will feed fast enough true bias. To cut a enue a8) oe 
and pulling bends and breaks the °V° the end of the material so that 
needle: the warp threads are parallel to the 

Continue this practice until you woof threads and cut along the slant- 
can stitch a straight line. The holes ‘8 told: 
made by the needle will guide you. A bias facing may be eut the 

Thread the machine. (See machine required width in several ways. 
guide book.) Measure from the edge of the diag- 

Read the instructions in the Omal cut at right angles to the edge 
machine guide book regarding the the required width for the facing and 
tension and the regulation of the mark in some convenient way, either 

stitch for the machine that you are with pins, or creasing, or a pencil. 

using. Practice stitching, regulating The pencil marking is not the best 
stiteh and tension. way. It soils the material and is 

Place the two thicknesses of the 0t easily removed. 
Cap material under the presser foot 
and lower the foot to hold the ma- 

terial in place. ‘ 
Stitch around the front of the Cap 

on the edges AEFB keeping a uni- Fig. 31. 

form seam of about one-fourth inch. Measure or gauge.
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A measure or gauge may be made If both pieces have selvages there 
and used in place of the tape meas- is no danger of there being a mis- 
ure. take, but if the bias should have raw 

The gauge may be made from an _ edges it will be necessary to deter- 
old post card.. Measure down on a mine the warp threads and place 
straight edge the width for the fac- the length of the material to the 
ing and mark. At the mark, cut length. 

into the card parallel to the top edge It may be necessary at some time 
and then make an oblique cut to the to join a bias on the cross of the 
straight one. goods. While this is done, it is not 

Another way to secure a true bias the best way and on such an occa- 
is by using the bias cutting gauge sion the cross of the material must 
that is supplied with the attachments be joined to the cross. Never join 
of many sewing machines. the straight of the goods to the cross, 

This attachment is placed on the as the straight edge is firmer and the 
end of the smaller point of the scis- cross stretches, thus a puckering 
sors and by slipping the diagonal would be the result. 

edge of the material into the gauge Cut a bias three-fourths of an inch 
a true bias strip the required width wide and stitch across the edge XFY, 
may be made. by machine or hand. If you stitch 

it by hand use the combination stitch. 
JOINING BIAS STRIPS Crease the facing along the stitch- 

Place the right sides of the mate- ig to the wrong side of the cap and 
rial facing each other and the sel- ‘urn in the edge and baste as a hem. 
vages together as shown in Fig. 33, Hem, using the hemming stitch. 

Ez : : GATHERING 

| omer feasts Gathering is the small running 
LY ys QQ : stitch used to draw a_ portion 
 ARQQQ MY > n of material into a smaller space. 

Le : ; Two rows of stitches are used for 

Fig. 32. ees a 
23 Bias Strips. 3 =cs le rf a 

z aes mene ne ee 

a Ale = i Hi uy 
= — =. 2 i Ear 

Fig. 33. 
Joining Bias Strips. Fig. 34.
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this as shown in Fig. 34. The stitches Se 
are very small and uniform in size. ERO tee ae eee 
The same amount of cloth is taken (Pe oe Loe We Es, 
up on the needle as it passes over. To Heese, Ci Lf Bi ee 
make the running stitch, hold the | = ff) Wj fp AY Wass 
work in the left hand between the fie Ey We Nie 
thumb and first finger, and with a ao ut : Bie Ves 
wrist motion of the right hand push ia va. ; teh Ver. 
the needle forward making small | / Jf /} | ||) 9) \— 
stitches and passing the needle over ee | a eee | Wee 
spaces of equal length. The needle fo See Se 
is not removed during the process, ae ey OP Caebi esac 
but when filled the material is pushed 7 
along on the thread. Fig. 36, 

Mark the center of the edge to be ; 
gathered with a thread or a small the right hand draw the material 
notch. (Fig. 35.) When the gath- downward with a zig-zag motion. 

ering is finished, remove the needle This _adjusts the gathers without 
and make a knot at the end of the ‘t?oking. 
threads Remove the pin and spread the 

gathers to fit the front of the cap. 
roa oA aaa Pin the center of the cap to the 

poe sete | center of the upper edge of the front. 

=| Pe eS me ; i de | Spread the gathers to fit the upper 
fe ee CETTE = | edge of the front and pin into place. 

ee ney hlee) = (Fie. 87.) 
| pee : SP ak les All gathers are to be evenly 

Pe ie] adjusted. 

Fig. 35, MTEL | ae 
ae bas ele lea! 

Put in the second row of gathers [2B R=—o = fe fe a\ea4 
half way between the first row and [sf ) @ (6 | | 
the raw edge. Pe Se MR ee Ba ae 

Place a pin after the last stitch at © | a Kp Be ppt nies a 
right angles to the raw edge. Draw | — ae 
up the gathering threads and wrap Fig, 37, 

them around the pin in the form of a 

feo eight. (Fig. 36.) Baste and then stitch either by 
With the left hand take hold of hand or machine. In hand sewing, 

the gathers at the top edge and with use the combination stitch.
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Turn down the edge of the oppo- Mount samples of materials suit- 
site side of the front and bring over able for caps giving width and price. 
the gathers to the line of stitching Secure illustrations from adver- 
just made. Baste. tisements and fashion magazines of 

Hem the edge to gathers. The up-to-date caps for various uses and 
heming stitch must not show thru make a record of the materials and 
to the right side. : _ trimmings you would use in their 

Tf desired, the edge may be _ construction. 

stitched by machine and the edges Illustrate the cutting and joining 
BFEA may be finished in a like man- of a bias with striped material. 
ner. This gives a neat finish to the 

front of the cap. 
In most eases, this cap fits the head Se ae 

perfectly, but should it bea little Name the different kinds of caps 
large, a small plait may be stitched with which you are familiar. 

in each side. : What materials do you think are 
suitable for a cooking or sweeping 

TERMS USED IN COOKING CAP cap? 

LESSON Would you trim a cooking or a 
lawn sizing sweeping cap? Why? 

swiss combination Would you use colored materials 

dimension backstitch for a nurse’s cap? Why? 
rectangle treadle What good reasons ean you give 

bisect machine for cutting the cap on the length of 

draft shuttle the material as indicated by the X’s 

section presser foot on the pattern? 
varieties tension What would be the result if the 
texture feed girl placed the X’s on the cross of 

manufacture bias the goods instead of the length as 
gauge selvage indicated? 

What points have you found that 
STUDENT’S RECORD all sewing machines have in com- 

Make a cap draft to a one-eighth mon? 
inch seale. Name the parts of any machine.
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APRONS 

COOKING APRON AND SEWING rials best suited to the line of work 
APRON of the wearer. 

x What kind of an apron would a 
The word apron is derived from }Jacksmith wear? A butcher? A 

the French word ‘‘napedon”’ mean- }ouse maid? A shoemaker? A school- 
ing a large cloth for covering. The girl? A cook? A seamstress? 

word for table cloth ‘‘nappe’’ comes A cooking apron may be made 

from the same root. from Berkley cambric, a fine grade 
The apron is usually used to cover of bleached muslin, ealico or percale. 

the front of a person while at work, Cambric. (See lesson on Half 
thus protecting the clothes from Sleeves.) 

injury. It is worn by both men and Muslin. (See lesson on Protection 
women and may be made from mate- Cloth.) 

sae ee | CALICO 

eo Calico is a plain cotton material 

e : fee) | . upon which the pattern is printed. 
; ; The first calico was made in Calicut, 
ee = : ; India, from where it derives its name. 
ee ie j Upon its introduction into England 
E H | it became very popular, so much so i 
fe res 4 =| that the weavers and spinners of 

a ; th e} other fabrics asked Parliament to 

ee: f “y yy impose a duty on all printed cotton 
| ear | i goods. Later there was a law pro- 

ae Hi j—~ i " hibiting the wearing of calico under 
Pee E~ Ts p s the penalty of a heavy fine, and it 
peas \ if was not until 1831 that that law was 
- fe wh | repealed. The introduction of calico 

| big op | did much to promote cleanliness 

: a | Pig p | i among people and at the same time ee ma ca! a ns it put bright colors at their disposal. 
om BO a es a 

eee OE 

—_ em Percale is a grade of cambric orna- 
hanscsaieemet coe oe es | mented with printed patterns. It 

a eee - contains more dressing than the ordi- 
a fs Ree a nary muslins and is finished with- 
maine - mye out a gloss. The cheap grade of per- 

Fig. 39. eale is no better than calico. The 

Cooking Uniform, better grade is often finished in plain
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7 I white and is used for men’s shirting, 
) women’s waists, children’s wash 

i dresses and aprons. 

TO TAKE MEASUREMENTS FOR 
APRON DRAFT 

j Measure from the shoulder down 
the required length of the Apron. 

: Secure a piece of paper as long as 
: the measurement you have taken for 

; the length of the Apron and eighteen 
inches wide. 

| Three inches down from the upper 
} left hand corner place a point A. 
} (Fig. 40.) 
| Two and one-half inches to the 

| right of the upper left hand corner, 
place a point B. 

Connect A and B with a curved 
line. ; 

Measure the width of the chest 
three inches below the neck across 
to the arm’s eye. 

; Lay off one-half this measurement 
on the draft measuring to the right 
of Ato C. 

Take the measurement from the 
arm’s eye to the waist line. 

Lay off the distance from C to D 
equal to this measurement. 

Draw CD. 

Draw DE. The point E is the 
lower left hand corner of the paper. 

The line CF may be curved to suit 
the girl. BF is the shoulder line and 
may be made any desired width. 

Note that the Apron pattern is 18 
inches wide at the bottom, and will 
require material one yard wide. If 
the material is not one yard wide 
the sides of the Apron will have to 
be pieced and this must be considered 

Fig. 40. in the purchasing of material. Cut 

Draft for Apron Pattern. pattern on lines ABFCDEG.
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Measure the pattern you have just Locate the center of the back of 
made and add an allowance for the the Apron and tear the opening 
hem. You will require twice this down the back. 

amount of cloth. Why? Face the neck of the Apron. 

Straighten the material at both Stitch a one-inch hem on each side 
ends. of the back opening. 

Fold in half lengthwise of the | Beginning at the under arm D 
goods. make a French seam on each side of 5 

3 2 eige the Apron. (For French seam, see 
Fold in half again; this time on H 

alf-sleeves.) 
the cross of the goods. RF 

fasten all seams securely and 
See that the selvages are together. neatly, 

Place the pattern with the edge To fasten machine stitching you 
AG (Fig. 40) on the folded edge of may draw both threads to the same 
the goods. side of the stitching and tie or you 

The edge BF will be on the folded may begin the stitching about three- 

edge of the goods also. fourths of an inch or an inch below 
If the material you are using is the starting point and then stitch 

less than a yard wide, it will require to the starting place, then turn the 
piecing. Join a selvage to a selvage work and retrace the stitching, con- 
and match the pattern or stripes of tinuing along the rest of the seam. 
the goods. The joining may be done Cut all ends of threads and leave 
by machine or by hand using the the work in a neat condition. 
Ca anton surah Cut off any unevenness at the bot- 
ad Arce Kak DED ino boobaced tom and make the required hem. 

or finished with a finishing braid. TERMS USED IN COOKING 

For bias facing refer to the lesson on APRON LESSON 

bias facings (Cooking Cap project). 5 

Bias lawn in contrasting colors and calico faced 
various widths can be bought by the percale bias a 
bolt and--may be used instead of wearers contrasting 
biases of the same material. If the See trimming 
bias lawn is used it may be seamed gloss crease 
to the front side of the Apron and. Measurements locate 
then stitched flat and will serve as draft French seam 
a trimming. This method requires shoulder securely 
machine stitching and it is quite allowance printed 
necessary that the stitching be done selvage fabrics 
on the edge. QUESTIONS 

Tf the facing is to be a hand proe- What do you understand by a 
ess, stitch the facing with the seam  qyatt? . 
to the wrong side of the Apron, then What do you understand by a 

crease along the line of sewing and pattern? 

hem down the opposite edge. What is the average width and 
Face the other arm hole. price of calico?
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In what respects are calico and Estimate the cost of your apron. 
percale alike? Keep a record of the number of 

What is the difference between a hours it required to make the apron. 

facing and a hem? Compare your apron with a 
What reason would you give for ‘‘hought’’ apron. Has your apron 

not hemming the neck of this apron? any advantages? What are they? 

What points are in the favor of a Write a short account entitled 
white apron for a cooking apron? “‘How I made a Cooking Apron.” 

Secure pictures of full length 
STUDENT’S RECORD aprons from fashion books and mag- 

Secure samples of materials suit- zines and decide upon the best kind 

able for aprons. Mount with width for a Cooking Apron. 
and price. Mount illustrations showing what 

Draft a cooking apron to a one- you consider a good and a poor type 

fourth ora one-eighth inch seale. of cooking apron. 

| 
|
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CROSS-BARRED MUSLIN Draw ED at right angles at D. 
Cross-barred muslin resembles dim- Draw a curved line from © pass- 

ity in its texture, having the raised ing thru points E and B. 
cord extending both lengthwise and Locate a point F on the line DE 
crosswise of the fabric. This cross- 84 inches to the left of D. 
ing at times is regular, thus forming Locate a point G 114 inches above 
squares; again it is found with the point F. 
crossings in groups so as to form an Draw GD with a slight downward 
irregular marking. Often the bar curve. 
is formed in the weave without the Extend GD to the right 7 inches. 
cord. The material is popular as an Extend B to the right 7 inches. 
apron material. Draw HI parallel to DB. 

Bisect the line AC. 
FLA : . 

Fissow waos Pe née RnUSe a line from K thru G cutting 
B : : e line CEBI, 

material. It is finished to resemble Plice thes Rie on oe eee 
a sheer linen. It is also made in the = : J 

e parallel to lines AD and HI. Remem- 
bars and stripes, and unless you are ber what tess xe seditetes “irae 
familiar with dimity and cross-barred Sane TamOeant enees fe sn 
muslin you might mistake flaxon for Se ete ee ae ee 
either of them. It is made 36 inches ae au een aul ee ual 
wide and ranges in price from fifteen Wear aes ee 2 One 
cents to forty cents per yard. _Locate a point L 4 inches to the 
DRAFT FOR SEWING APRON ae of the ee corner 

: of your paper. (Fig. 42. 

Secure a paper 36 inches long by Draw a vertical line 26 inches long 
32 inches wide. parallel to the left side of the paper 
Place the paper before you on the and at right angles to point L. Name 

ae short edge for the top. the line LM. 
ark i : a 3 
Measure down 31% inches from the t oe pone fe aS t ee 

upper right hand corner, then 814 ae oy Bs SOE nee eo see re 
si ; e rectangle LMNO is the pattern 
inches to the left. Here place a point for the ties of the apron 
A, (Fig. 42. 2 
ee A daw a vertical line Locate a pomt P 2% inches to the 

24 inches long and parallel to the Tight of point L. 2 gt 

edge on the right hand side of the Draw a vertical line | 84, inches 
paper. Mark line AB. long to the left of the line LM and 

After measuring from the upper 2¢ Tight angles to the point P. Name 

right hand corner 18 inches to the the line PR. : 
left and 14 inch down, place point C, _ From point R and at right angles 
Draw CA making a slightly curved oe draw Si ee to the left. 

an is gives the line RS. 

Measure up from point B 8%4 The rectangle LPRS is the pattern 
inches. Locate point D. for the band of the apron. 

Measure to the left of D 15 inches Number the parts of the pattern 
and place point E. as they are numbered in the illus-
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tration. They will be more easily — es 
referred to by number when they are | | 
eut apart. | Hi | 

Mark two X’s as shown on No, 1 | 
and No. 2 of the pattern, and two i | | 
other X’s parallel with the line KG. | 

The sections of the pattern are as | i 
follows: i 

No. 1—One tie. ls |i | 
No. 2—One-half band. = | | 1 
No. 8—Side. S 
No. 4—Front. ee | | 
No. 5—Rufile. x 
No. 6—Pocket. | | 
Cut out section 4 of Pocket pat- 

tern. cu 

Place the edge AD on the right 
hand edge of the paper and trace 
section 4. Name section 6 TUVW. 
(Fig. 42.) 
From point V measure up 8 inches : | 

on the line UV and locate point X. \ 
Draw the line XY parallel to the line 
Vw. | 

The part TUXY is cut off and the | 
section YXVW or No. 6 is the pocket | 
section. 

a ac | 
your name on the reverse side so 

that you may know your pattern. ia : 

PLACING THE PATTERN ON 7 
MATERIAL 2 | / i D 

| 
One and one-half yards of material ll - 

are required to make the Sewing MM | 

Apron. | 

Place sections 6, 4 and 5 on the 
length and fold of the goods. The 
three X’s indicate the length and 
fold of the cloth. 

ee 
ties. Fig. 43. 

Section two is one-half the band. Diagram for placing pattern.
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Cut the band with the two X’s on Turn and crease to the wrong side 
the length of the goods. and make the French seam. 

Study the diagram and place pat- Trim off any irregularities around 
tern as indicated. the bottom and either face or hem 

the bottom edge. 

MAKING THE SEWING APRON NOTE—If a lace edge is to be used 
Face the top of the pocket using 8 2 finish, make a narrow hem. The 

a one-half inch facing,-No. 70 thread hemming is to be hand work. If a 
and a No. 8 needle. For facing, see facing is to be used make it one- 
Cooking Cap project. half inch wide and do the hemming 

Carefully gather the top of the by hand. 
ruffle. For gathering, see Cooking 
Cap project. PUTTING ON THE BAND 

Adjust the gathers carefully and 
baste to the bottom of the front of Put in two rows of gathers across 
the Apron, making the seam on the _ the top of the Apron. 
right side. _ Adjust the gathers so that the 

Place the front side of the pocket Apron does not draw across the 
facing the front side of the ruffle abdomen, but hangs with enough 
and the bottom edge of the ruffleeven looseness to hang in straight lines. 

with the bottom of the Apron and Mark the center of the Apron. 
baste to the two pieces already Mark the center of the belt. 
basted. Place the center of the belt to the 
NOTE—Three pieces are basted | center of the Apron and baste the 

together viz.: the front section, the belt to the Apron making the seam 
ruffle and the pocket. When the onthe wrong side of the Apron. 
pocket is placed upon the front of Stitch the belt to the Apron. 
the Apron the seam will be in the Remove the basting thread and 

inside of the pocket. trim off the seam if it is too deep. 
Stitch by hand or machine the Turn down the band to the wrong 

seam just basted. side of the Apron and turn under 
Trim off the seam to within about one-fourth of an inch, then baste the 

one-fourth of aninch of the stitching. folded edge of the Apron on the line 
Remove the bastings. of stitching. 

Turn the pocket up on the front NOTE—The band on the back of 
of the Apron and baste in position. the Apron must not extend below the 

: Baste the side KG@ of section 3 to edge of the band on the right side. 
each side of the front, making the If such a mistake is made, the stitch- 

seam on the front side of the Apron. ing of the band on the back of the 

(For instruction on French seam, see Apron would be below the front edge 
Half-sleeve project.) of the band and would appear on 

Stitch the seams either by hand the gathers making a very poor piece 
or machine. of work. 

Remove the basting and trim off Turn in the raw edges at each end 
the seam as closely as possible with- of the band and hem the band down 
out cutting the stitching. by hand.
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Finish the ties with a one-eighth TERMS USED IN SEWING 
inch hem on the long sides and a two APRON PROJECT 
inch hem on the end. Rae i 

Fold the end of the tie to fit the rad on 
end of the band and insert into the draft Rochon 
open ends of the band. Fasten in dente ‘Anish 
place by very small backstitches. indicate band 

front belt 
SEWING ON LACE ruffle fasten 

The Apron may be trimmed with ties eRe 
lace if you wish. 

Measure the distance around the STUDENT’S RECORD 
bottom of the Apron and the ends of Put a draft of the Apron, drawn to 
the ties. To this add about eighteen seale, in your Record Book, athiea 

inches for fulling. zi sample of the material and the trim- 
Divide the garment to be trimmed ming you used. 

into sections of halves, fourths, or g set f for dif 
eighths and mark the divisions with SOMES SPIE oO OR IOUS 105 Ore ae ferent occasions and put them in your 

Divide the trimming in a like man- — wae : , SS fe sss Sa 
ner and pin to the garment at the ° LGU EL enone g aca ie pateeo tian the width and cost of the material 

Hold the lace toward you while Pe" yard and the average cost of each 

sewing. This will permit the fulling  @P™”- ? 
in enough for the Apron. QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

ere Name three styles of aprons that 
: agi bi are named from their use. 
i Se : Name five kinds of material from 

eos A\ oy which aprons may be made. 
eyo ‘What lessons are taught in the 

feet VT t TT ; sewing apron project? 
<a ea é What has been gained by drafting 

(i : (| a es the apron pattern? 
fi ee ce) E What is understood by warp and 
Cy : woof threads? 

=a ‘What threads extend lengthwise 
Fig. 44, of woven cloth? 

Sewing on lace. Which threads are the stronger, 
the warp or the woof threads? 

In some laces a draw string will Why are bands and belts cut 
be found and the lace can be fulled lengthwise of the cloth? 
before starting to sew. What do you consider the diffi- 

Overhand the lace to the Apron. cult steps in making this apron? 
(For the overhanding lesson, see Bag Of what value has the making of 

project.) this apron been to you?
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WORK APRON 

(An extra project.) 

This apron may be made of dimity, you wish the Apron and 23 inches 
figured lawn, cross-barred muslin or wide. 
flaxon. Use No. 70 thread and No. 8 Fold the paper on the length. The 
needle. width will now be 111% inches wide. 

To determine the amount of mate- Measure down 5 inches on the 
rial needed, measure the length you folded edge of the paper and locate 
wish the apron. You will need twice ® point A. (Fig. 45.) 
this measurement. It is well to get Measure down 2% inches on the 
the material one yard wide as it cuts open edge and locate point B. 
to a better advantage. Connect AB with a downward 

. curve. Secure a piece of paper the length Tneniérs piint 04s Haken 6 tks 

left of point A. 
1 Locate point D 15 inches below se he | Locate point E 3 inches below D. 

i i | Place point F at the lower right 
| ) | hand corner of the paper. 

| Place point G 714 inches to the 
| left of point F. 

Beginning at C draw a slightly 
| curved line to D to E to G to F. 
| Cut out pattern along the lines AC 

DEGF. 
| Divide the pattern into two equal - 

parts by cutting on line AF, 
| One section will serve as the back 
| of the Apron and the other for the 
} front or pocket section. 

Place three X’s along the line AF 

to indicate the fold and the length 
of the goods. 

On the pocket section locate a 
point K 21% inches to the left of A. 
Draw a line 8% inches long par- 

> allel to the line AF. 

M. See ee : 
From point © locate a point L 1% 

Fig. 45. inches to the right of C. 

‘i From L draw a line 9 inches long Section of Draft ae Toe apron pattern: andi parallelio OD:
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3 Why is it necessary to make the 

| | hem narrow? 
Thread a No. 7 needle with a good 

| marking cotton of about No. 25 or 
two strands of a six-ply cotton. You 
may use a colored cotton if you are 

| sure it will wash. 
4 To thread the crewel needle pinch 
} the end of the cotton between the 

K 1 first finger and thumb of the left 

hl | hand. Hold the needle in the right 
(} hand and press the eye of the needle 

| : i over the end of the thread between 
/ an the fingers of the left hand. The 

thread will enter the eye of the 
i | needle easily. (Fig. 47.) 

a a a a wn : 

\ Bee APF Rig Im. a W Apo 2S 

Fig. 46, eee bil 
Section of Draft for work apron pattern— : 

the front. Fig. 47. 

Threading Crewel Needle. 

Name the line LM. 

Connect the lines LM and KN with Beginning at point L featherstitch 
a curved line. : - half way around the pocket. 

Cut on the lines KNML. (Fig. 46.) Beginning at point K featherstitch 
Cut a rectangle 3 inches wide and jajf way around the pocket. 

: 18 inches long for the band; and one 
ae wide and 26 inches long for FEATHERSTITCHING 

Cut out the material according to The featherstitch is a decorative 
the pattern, being careful to place stitch used on aprons, dresses, under- 
the edge AF on the length and fold wear, infant’s clothes and household 
of the cloth. linens. 

The edge KNML forms the open- Before starting the featherstitch 
ing for the pockets. we will review the chain stitch we 
Hem with a very narrow hem or learned in the Protection Cloth pro- 

face the edge KNML. ject. See page 21.
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ee and when you can do that well, begin 
eee Ra to alternate the stitch making first 

\ j Y. V, : a stitch to the right and then to the 
v4 Wee) left. (Fig. 48.) 

uy) ( f y 3 y fd This is called the single feather or 
i NG Se briar stitch. 

SAY, ue Se To make the double featherstitch, 
y g EG take two stitches to the right then 

? ws : two to the left. (Fig: 48.) 
\ 3 NG ee The individuality of the stitch 

FF is depends on the worker. With a lit- 
tle practice, it can be made very 

: ba artistic. 
Fig. 48. Place the front side of the pocket 

The Featherstitch. to the wrong side of the back of the 
3 Apron. 

The thread is fastened by bringing Baste around the edge of the 
it thru from the underside of the Apron. as 
material and taking a small stitch. Stitch the two pieces together. 

Hold the thread to the left and in . Remove the basting. If the seam 
position with the left thumb. is too wide trim slightly. Turn the 

Insert the needle at exactly the Pocket right side out. 
same place where the thread comes Crease on the line of stitching just 
out, and take a medium stitch bring- ™ade, baste along the crease and 
ing the needle out over the loop thus across the top to hold the back of 
formed. the Apron and the pocket in place. 

To make the next stitch hold the Featherstitch the outside edge of 

thread in position with the left the Apron. 
thumb as before and insert the needle ~ Hold the Apron up to you and 
into the loop, taking up a stitch and decide whether or not a little full- 
bringing the needle out over the ess would add to the gracefulness 

thread, thus making another loop. of the hang of the Apron. 
Continue in this way keeping the : 

stitches of equal length and not too 3 a I 
loose. pe ee 

After you have tried the chan — (@I7 ye = =| 
stitch hold the thread in position econ 1 Bae | 
with the left thumb as before, but ee iN a eee 
instead of inserting the needle into ven je ze 
the loop, insert it at the right about = ha ) oe 
¥ inch away and bring the needle Leese, / i Sas eee eae 
out over the thread as before. Con- ele pe oe eee ; 
tinue making the stitch to the right By OE ae ee 
in thé-form. of an-open chain until. <= 
you can get a fairly good stitch; Fig. 49. 
then take the open chain to the left - Fastening thread.
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Apron Suggestions,
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If you decide that you need the Stitch and remove the bastings. 
fullness, put in two rows of gather- Trim off the ravelings of the seam. 
ing stitches. Turn down the band to the wrong 

Draw up both threads at the same side of the Apron and turn under 
time and fasten at the side of the one-fourth of an inch. Baste the 
Apron on a pin in the form of a fig- folded edge to the Apron on the line 

ure eight. (Fig. 49.) of stitching. 
The gathers can be adjusted by NOTE—The band on the back of 

pinching them at the top with the the Apron must not extend below the 

left hand, while with the right hand edge of the band on the right side. 
they can be moved along on the Be sure that the belt is creased per- 

gathering thread. fectly straight. 

Remove the pin and adjust the Turn in the raw edges at each end 

gathers to the required fullness. of the band and hem the band in 

Locate the center of the Apron and _ place. 
the center of the belt. Finish the ties with a one-eighth 

Pin the center of the belt to the inch hem on the long sides and a two 
center of the Apron, laying the raw inch hem on the ends. 
edge of the belt even with the raw Plait the end of the tie to fit the 
edge of the Apron, and putting the end of the band and insert into the 
belt to the wrong side of the Apron. open ends of the band and fasten 

Baste the band to the belt. securely with small backstitches.
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APRON AND WORK BAG COMBINED 

One yard of gingham, figured [Ea 
lawn, dimity or cross-barred muslin, : : ee] 
will make this Apron. eee eA es 

Straighten the material at both tS Ar a . 
ends. be oF 4 gq | 

NOTE—If the materialis gingham, | (€ ~*~ yf ¥ fs 
it can be straightened by cutting on 7 lS 4 AA j 
the stripe; if it is lawn or dimity . SAF de hs. Sea | 
draw.a thread and cut on the space | JY ee ote Lid W i 
thus formed; if it is cross-barred fie ects ee cd \ & } 
muslin, cut on one of the bars. I PF ae oN: 5 

i ae Fig. 52. 
= SR aes hee Se Basting. 

ae (S es oe ee S ee kt 

; SSA one Measure back one and _ three- 
Sa) oe Be eighths inches and baste. 

Sorte aN ee NOTE—This forms a tuck one and 
= eS tS S three-eighths inches on the right side 
ee, oof the Apron. 

Ss eo eee | ~ Stitch the tuck just basted. 
a See If you are making the entire Apron 

Fig, 51 by hand use the combination stitch of 

- ‘ ee : two running stitches and a back- 
Straightening material by drawing thread. - 

stitch. & 

Cut off 3 inches of the material on ep se tek Suen 
the length. Remove the bastings. 

This strip, one yard long and three NOTE—Bastings are temporary 

inches wide is to be used as a belt. ‘Stitches and should always be 
Make a one-fourth inch hem on removed as soon as the permanent 

the long sides of the material. Use ‘Stitches are placed. 
No. 70 thread and a No. 8 needle. Turn up the end with the one and 
Make a one and three-eighth inch three-eighths inch hem to the wrong 

hem on one short end of the material. side of the Apron and even with the 

Twenty-two inches from the end tuck just made. 
of the hem on the short end of the Pin the hemmed sides together 
material, crease the goods on the thus forming a bag or pocket eleven 
right side across the width. Baste inches deep and as wide as the 

along the creased edge. hemmed material.
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Overhand the two hemmed edges This is determined by holding the 
together, beginning at the stitching Apron up to you and pushing the 
of the tuck and the hemmed edge of gathers to either side of the front 
the one and three-eighths inch hem. until the Apron hangs gracefully. 

Mark the center of the Apron and 
PEO eae the belt. 
eps : — ee Pin the center of the belt to the 
Vag w < =, center of the Apron, placing the raw 
(eS ~, a edge of the belt even with the raw 

; = Oe edge just gathered. 
ey Oe Fasten the gathers and_ baste 
Ff ea Apron to the belt. Pap oo Ro Stitch the belt to the Apron and 

‘ iH eo] ae EUR: |. remove the bastings. 
eR a Sis aia Crease one-fourth inch to the wrong 
pase AS ee side on the opposite side of the belt 

fe and baste even with the stitching 
Fig. 58. just made holding the belt to the Overhanding, ‘Apron. 

pee NOTE—Special attention must be Overhanding is the method of sew- paid to the way a belt is put on. It 
ing together two selvage edges or must not draw at any place; it must 
two hemmed or two folder edges. },, perfectly flat and not extend The stitch is a straight stitch and below the stitching on the Apron at 
requires great care to make it cor- any point. 

| rectly. It must not be taken too deep Turn in the ends of the belt and 
and both edges must be caught at orcehand: 

| the same time. E Hem by hand or stitch the belt by 
The needle is inserted at right machine. Remove all bastings. 

angles to the edge being sewed. (See Any fastening with which you are 
the lesson on overhanding in the Bag familiar may be used. Tapes or rib- 
project.) - bon may be sewed to the ends of the 

Fasten all ends of thread securely pyjt and used as ties. 
| and cut off closely. Two yards of tape or ribbon will 

Use a No. 50 thread for gathering pe required for the bag strings. 
the raw edge of the material. Divide the tape or ribbon into two 

Put in two rows of gathering one- equal parts and with a ribbon run- 
eighth inch apart. ner, carry the tape thru the hem and 

Adjust the gathers by drawing up the tuck, coming out at the same 
tight and fasten on a pin in the form opening as you entered. 
of a figure eight. This does away Lap the ends of the tape, turning 
with the necessity of stroking. in the raw edges and hem down. 

Remove the pin and spread the Starting at the opposite side, put 
gathers to the fullness you desire. in the other tape in a like manner
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CORSET COVER 

THE COMMERCIAL PATTERN thing to hear a dressmaker say, ‘‘T 

A pattern may be secured by draft- Dever ise Sense ene) Os 
ing to measurements, free cutting, conte’ ene yee one waty A ee 
modeling or molding, also m Rane which is considered the highest type 

5 Ue "of pattern construction. 
a aanes ae ae are In free cutting the dressmaker has 

good, providing each is understood 2 Eno wledee, eee Prachi; of ae 

by the person using it neck, shoulder and armhole curves 
“The drafted pattern fey he made and can by measuring the customer, 

byl usine the tape [ine only, ora eut a lining without a pattern. 

drafting system may be learned thru Some ee wee cardhoard 
mich an accdtate pattern way be forms having these curves. With 

ie these she can get the curve she de- 
The pame nestle: qacattained = by sires after she has the customer’s 

those who are familiar with the aieae reer te, 

human figure and the grain of mate- Se 

rials and have experience in design- pi i 
ing. By draping directly to the fig- he = SSA; 
ure and cutting away the unneces- : ee v om 

sary material excellent results are : 4 5 
obtained. This is called modeling or e 
molding and is in use among many gis ry 

dressmakers. It is no uncommon q %, a § 

Ea es rt g 
rl 2; fi 

x 2 | 
a Tact 

> || \ ; Ud 
A Saye ose SOL on 

= Mn, 

Se iD sah 

rect \ [la Fig. 55. 
ee Sta * W Corset Cover Suggestion. 
eet hs, y 

S SANGO 
a Rt fo The Commercial Pattern is de- 

\ J signed and drafted by experts to 
So Ge standard measures, for the use of 

; the woman who is not familiar with 

drafting, so that she may make her 
Fig. 54. own clothes. They are of much value 

Corset Cover Suggestion. and in great demand by the woman
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who knows how to sew, as well as by 
many who earn a living by dress- 
making. 

The more one knows about the fig- - 
ure, modeling, drafting and free cut- 

ting, the more easily will the com- 
mercial pattern be understood. 

The commercial pattern is a time 
and labor-saving device. 

The preceding projects have given 

you an insight into simple drafting 
and free eutting. You have been Fig. 56. 

ne to make and use a simple pat- positions of tape in taking measurements. 
ern. 

b ape ee know at . Until you are familiar with com- 

osteo sep athe neo cle ae mercial patterns, so that you may 
oe decide for yourself, which make is 

Many good, reliable patterns are pect suited to your figure, it is well 
on the market. These are bought by to buy a different make of pattern 
BS eee ; for each new garment. 

Children’s and small sizes are usu- You will find that some manufac- 
ally bought by age, while the others tyrers of patterns are more definite 
are bought by either bust, waist or jn their directions and supply charts 
hip measure. and diagrams to help in the under- 

standing of the markings. 

MEASUREMENTS Each pattern maker has his own 
" system of markings and these must 

To determine the bust measure }. understood before cutting the 
pass the tape measure over the full-  jnaterial, 
est part of the bust well up under ‘As a rule only. one-half of the pat- 

the arms, meeting between the shoul- tern is given and there are certain 
ders at the back. Slip the fingers of pieces that must be cut on the double 
the hand holding the tape measure ¢ ine cloth. or on the fold of the 
underneath it to insure a loose meas- 144, a diet the part that it repre- 

urement. sents will be in one piece in the gar- 
The waist measure is taken by pull- ment, 

ing the tape measure tightly around Some patterns allow for seams 

the smallest part of the waist. while others do not, and it is because 
The hip measure is taken loosely of this that the pattern should be 

over the fullest part of the hips. This studied carefully and understood 
is usually about six inches below the before cutting the cloth. 
waist line. The placing of the pattern on the 

When buying a commercial pat- warp threads is very important and 
tern, take the required measurement each pattern has its directions for 
carefully. doing this. Read these directions
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earefully and follow them, for upon CORSET COVER PATTERN 

this the hang of the garment depends. Select a good Corset Cover pat- 

After you ey S studied the parts tern according to your bust measure. 
of the pattern, its markings and the Avoid the one piece pattern for the 
placing of it on the material, it must Bist corset coven 

_ ured and tested to see if any Read the directions carefully. The 
saa ee ee : f ki amount of material you will need 

ere are two ways of making iN) be in the directions of the pat- 
alterations. One is to pin the paper jan) you select, 

pattern together and slip it on; if The suitable materials for corset 
a pede oe eg om ine covers are long cloth, berkley cam- 
pattern, pinch a tuck into the pat- Drigrnisie Abinto 
tern across the back, or the front, or i por and B i 

below the hip and pin the tuck in 
place. This shortens the pattern in NAINSOOK 
the easiest way possible. If the pat- Nainsook is a muslin used for 
tern is too short, slit it across the underwear and infants’ clothes. It 

back or front or below the hip as_ is distinguished from lawn, batiste 

the case may be and place an exten- and cambric in having a softer finish 

sion of paper in the opening and pin and not having as firm a construc- 

into place. tion. 

i Tn Tn ret aan BATISTE 
ei os Se a 
ee a eee Batiste was named after Jean Bap- 
Pe i i ~ vi tiste, a linen weaver of France. 
i A He Originally the material was woven ah a ie gs 
Pe ie ia of fine linen threads for women’s 
ie vi ei summer dresses. Now the name is 
i a i applied to several grades of cotton vo i i 2 : 
Lr — rey Fs ST a goods which are put to a variety of 

| Wy a i , ON i ii} uses. 
pe Ae et 

| aay Bi DIRECTIONS 
i ie Bi aes 
He Bs ” Place all pieces of the pattern on 

i ___—— 1 om — —— | the material and cut the Corset 
i in ae Cover according to directions given 

i ae b with the pattern. Watch for the 
i Ny Mi meas * 4 i a marks indicating the length of the 

eer a ay atenal eased ce aoe ee ve 

Fig. 57. pattern according to the markings. 
Altering Patterns. Baste the under arm and shoulder 

seams. 
Undergarments usually require Baste the hems on the front edges. 

. . : . SB 

very little alteration and we will take Slip on the Corset Cover and pin 

. up a fuller discussion of alteration of at top and bottom of the front and 
patterns later. fit where necessary.
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[_______ =] plain seam on the wrong side of the 
N-——“‘_ garment first, then one side of the 
S| __ seam is trimmed off to within 1 inch 

l ~—-"\|__ of the stitching and the opposite side 
\ Geez \ of the seam is turned in and hemmed 
eS down over the raw edge making a 
2 = = flat seam. 

ee The felled seam is used on gar- 
Fig. 58. ments that come in contact with the 

Placing Pattern on material. skin. They should all turn the same 

way and care should be taken that 
Very little fitting is required on no tucks or rough places appear on 

underwear, if the pattern is the cor- the right side of the garment. As 
rect size, but one needs to see that a rule all felled seams on underwear 
the armhole is comfortable and that turn toward the front. They are 
the top is high or low enough accord- stronger, made so, because all bodily 
ing to the wearer’s desire. If the . 
armhole is too tight, slash it around Se i> 

the edge and cut it out after it is Pee KE (pr 
taken off. By following this plan Pee a Hy 
you have a better chance to keep the i 
correct curve of the armhole. Fit the 
Corset Cover loosely, as it will shrink 

in both the length and width when V 
laundered. : 

FELLED SEAM ‘ 

A felled seam, or flat fell, as it is ‘ 

sometimes called, is stitched as a 4 

Be \) Be} Ya ue 
be ta Reet YPhes Shoulder and Side Seams are Felled Seams. 
i ee § Me La Armhole is “faced”. 

re ff Rt yas 
BR / é| (Re: ' es movements are usually forward and 

le aS Pee ‘ Na the pull on the seam is with the 
o ie b is ee 8 bodily motion. 

Ee fa f & an a FINISHING THE TOP 
eS. He \ ABs pe ‘ FS There are many methods by which 
se ee me the top of a Corset Cover may be fin- 

Fig. 59. ished. The following list is given 
Felled Seam being made and finished. so that you may be familiar with
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other ways than the one that is and crepe materials, while the Valen- 
required in this project: ciennes, the hand made Torchons and 

A narrow hem. the batiste embroideries are best for 
A narrow bias facing. finer materials. 

A rolled hem. FINISHING THE BOTTOM 
Embroidery beading with mus- There are many ways of finishing 
lin edge used as facing. the waistline of a Corset Cover. The 

Face the neck and armholes with following list will make you familiar 
a narrow bias facing. The first with other methods than the one 

stitching may be done by machine, vequired in this project. 
but the hemming of the facing is to A corset cover may be finished 
be done by hand. with— 

Hem the front hems. A band. 
A beading. 

LACES FOR UNDERWEAR A hem. 

Your taste is shown in your selec- A casing. 
tion of laces and finishings for under- A peplum. 

wear. Linen laces are the best for Gather the lower part of the Cor- 
wear. Cotton laces may wear well set Cover allowing for whatever 
but are not pretty after being laun- blousing you may wish. Adjust the 
dered. gathers to fit the waist loosely. Cut 

The machine made imitation of off the extra material 34 inches be- 
Cluny and Torchon laces give good ow the gathering. 
service and are very desirable for . Gut a belt 2% inches wide on the 

underwear. length of the material and as long as 
In selecting both lace and material the gathered portion of the Corset 

you should take into consideration (over allowing an extra inch that 
the wear and the laundering the gar- will permit of a 14-inch turn-in at 
ment will be put thru. Simple gar- each end. 

ments are always in good taste and Stitch the belt to the gathers put- 
are easily laundered. If you desire ting the seam on the wrong side of 

a heavy garment for hard wear, mus- the garment. ; 
lin or long cloth will give good sery- 
ice. For garments not requiring hard (Re | 
wear Berkley cambrie and cotton | apne 

crepe will answer the purpose, but been ee . oo: ae 
for light, thin and dainty garments | Sy SN | 
nainsook is used. This wears well | is pe a { 

but requires great care in launder- i FS : 
ing. ee Peri ges | 

In selecting laces for these mate- ica | eile 
rials, the fineness of the fabric must Tos, : | 

be considered, i.e., machine made ; Me : 

Torchon and Cluny laces, Hamburg ~~~ pce ao 
and Swiss embroideries are best Fig. 61. ‘ 
adapted for the long cloth, cambric Overhanding.
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Trim off the seam and turn down d a - 1 
the opposite side 14 inch and fold | ‘ i 
over the seam, bringing the folded | | 

edge to the stitching just made, hold- | Y | 

ing the band to the gathers. Baste. ee h / | 
The band must be straight. : j | 

Overhand the turned-in-ends and | : j | 
hem the band of the Corset Cover. 
No stitches should show above the (S ‘ 4 | 
band on the Corset Cover. (Fig. 61.) | : 

BUTTONS AND BUTTONHOLES | i 
The study of buttons is very lf SS 

interesting. In early times, they ff j } 
were used as ornaments only and it | \e A “ 
was not until the reign of Queen BP z ; 

Elizabeth that it was found by mak- B | 

ing a slit in the garment the button fa BAK: 
could be used as a fastener. Fig. 62. 

So popular did they become that Buttonhole Scissors showing adjusting fea- 

at the close of the 17th century the pee Ong 
button industry was established 2 : e 
thru-out Europe, the center of the Mark ‘with a pin) or a. basting 
industry being at Birmingham, Eng-. thread the place for the buttonholes. 
land You will need at least four in Corset 

Buttons are made from a variety Cover. 
of materials, all of which are of value a Z 

according to the use to which they a: Se 

are placed. } Pave 
Buttons are made of wood, metal, oon 

mother-of-pearl, glass, agate, horn, f | 
bone,-rubber and paper. ae ve 

MAKING THE BUTTONHOLES i 
The buttonhole is cut on the thread : ; as 

of the material. \ NS 
The size of the buttonhole is deter- 

mined by the size of the button. Fig. 63. 
Use a pair of sharp scissors, or a Marking the Button Hole positions 

pair of buttonhole scissors. with pins. 
Measure the diameter of the 

button and eut several buttonholes, Decide whether you are going to 
on a double piece of material for have vertical or horizontal button- 

practice. Try the button in the holes. 
buttonhole and see if the hole is the The vertical buttonhole is barred 
correct size. at both ends.
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" > Hold the garment when starting 
ie aes, oS the buttonhole so that the edge is 

¥ i" 1 \\\ to the palm of the left hand and the 
‘5 / i | bulk of the garment may fall into 

| | i | the lap. : 
\ | I ; Place the cut buttonhole over the 
\ VI | fore finger of the left hand, holding 

! { the fingers parallel to the chest; 
j then turn the fingers'so that the tips 

point to the chest. This is the cor- 

Fig. 64, Re see: 3 apa ie PDAS 
Places for Button Holes may be measured Ce ee Mieke ee 

between bastings. cS R ZS) oc 

The horizontal buttonhole is ane mgs 
barred at one end. ee hw EX ; i 
When the line of construction is SNe Tc oe 

vertical and no great stress is to be he fr d ae 
made on the buttonhole, then make af : er Nee 
the vertical buttonhole. ' ere) oo seas pom 
When the line of construction is 

horizontal or there is great stress or Fig. 65. 
wear on the buttonhole, then make Making a Buttonhole. 
the buttonhole horizontal. 

Cut and work one buttonhole at a ect position for making the button- 
time. hole. The needle is inserted from 

If common scissors are used to cut Tight to left and the thread is drawn 
the buttonhole, the desired length out to the right with a jerk motion 

must be marked. This may be done Which tightens up the thread and 
with a pin or basting thread. prevents it knotting. Upon the even- 

Insert the scissors at the point ness of the pull or the jerk depends 
marked nearest the edge of the gar- the stitch of the buttonhole. 
ment and cut on the thread of the Barring or stranding the button- 
material. - hole is the next step. 

| fe ale EB 2) 

Fig. 66, 

|
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While the hand is in the horizontal 
position insert the needle at the 
lower right hand corner. Start with . 
a few very small stitches to fasten 
the thread. No knots are used. 

Carry the thread to the opposite 
end of the buttonhole, insert the 
needle taking up a stitch and bring- tm 
ing the needle out on the opposite b 
side of the buttonhole. (Fig. 66.) Fig. 67. 

Insert the needle at the upper 
right hand corner and take up a Continue along the side nearest 

stitch bringing the needle out at the the left hand, keeping the stitches 
starting point. . the same depth and close together. 

Now turn the fingers toward the Do not crowd the stitches but leave 
chest as directed and the hand is in room for the purl. 
position for the next step in button- When you have reached the end 
hole making, Overcasting. of the slit, spread the stitches form- 

The overeasting stitch is a loose ing a fan until you are directly oppo- 
slanting stitch put over the raw edge _ site the last stitch on the other side. 
of materials to prevent it from 

Take four stitches on the lower 
part of the buttonhole as deep as Fig. 68. 

the bar and four stitches on the 
opposite side, bringing the needle Keep turning the work so that the 

out at the lower right hand corner buttonhole is in the same position on 
of the buttonhole. the finger as when you started. 

The overeasting holds the two When you have reached the end 

pieces of material together and pre- of the slit on the other side of the 
vents it raveling. buttonhole, the thread will be on the 

With the hand parallel to the chest inside edge of the buttonhole. Put 

and the fingers bent toward the the needle down to the wrong side 
chest, insert the needle at the lower of the work and bring the needle out 

corner, not too deep, but far enough at the starting place. 

to cover the stranding and the over- Make two or three stitches across 
casting. the end of the buttonhole from stitch 

| Before pulling the needle thru, to stitch. 
bring the thread that is in the eye Beginning at the right of the bar, 
of the needle from right to left slip the needle under the stitches 
around and under the point of the just made. 
needle. (Fig. 67.) Hold the thread down with the left 

Pull the needle and thread directly thumb and bring the needle out over 
to the right thus forming the purl, the thread, thus forming a loop 
or twist, that belongs on the top of stitch. Pull the needle toward you 
the slit of the buttonhole. with each stitch. (Fig. 67.)
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Sometimes in taking up the If the buttons have two holes, sew 
threads of the bar a tiny stitch is them on so that the threads follow 
made in the material. This holds the warp threads of the material. If 
the bar in place. the buttons have four holes, sew them 

Four or five stitches are all that on so that the threads cross at 1ight 

are necessary to complete the bar. angles to the warp and woof threads 
Fasten the thread securely on the of the material, i.c., have one set of 
back of the garment. threads follow the warp threads and 

one set follow the woof. 

SEWING ON BUTTONS Remove the pin, bring the needle 
Dandie eieit cidenor ihe Corset out from under the button and wind 

Ogee rer ther lait sidesso that. the the thread around under the button 
; 3 $ eG three or four times, thus making a 

center of the right side coincides 
with the center of the left. sort of shank for the button: 

Put pins thru the buttonholes to _ Fasten the thread a the wrong 
locate the places for the buttons on side of the garment directly under 

the left side of the Corset Cover. URS era } 

Thread a needle with thread 
twenty numbers coarser an that TERMS USED IN CORSET 
with which you are sewing. Take COVER PROJECT 
a stitch thru the point marked by measurements alterations 
the pin. Instead of using a knot modeling undergarments 
make a buttonhole stitch at this molding nainsook 
point and remove the pin. draft batiste 

Bring the needle thru the hole of commercial armhole 

the button. Place a pin across the pattern arm’s eye 
cop of the button and take the designed felled seam 
stitches across the pin so that the standard gathers 
thread will not be too tight and the bust buttonhole 

buttonhole side will slip into place charts scissors 
easily. (Fig. 69.) diagram vertical 

horizontal construction 
eke naa ge ae overcasting parallel 

Les Some ae ee STUDENT’S RECORD 

Ta all Er Secure samples of five different 
Fe eh "€2") i z materials suitable for underwear. 
Fae / é ‘i This may be done by exchanging 

: samples with the other girls of the 
i : i i ~—sclass. 

fe rae? 3 eal Examine the samples and record 
hist Pe gaia eg the following: width, price, quality, 

fibre and durability as compared 
Fig. 69. with some other material.
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Make a sketch of your Corset QUESTIONS 
Cover. 2 ° 

Report on the following: ve a erations 
The fit of the Corset Cover. What is a draft? 
The neatness of the finish. What do you understand by mod- 

Are the buttonholes well or poorly  eling? 

made? ; Tell three ways of securing a pat- NOTE—Buttonholes require prac- tern. 
tice and it is a good plan to make 8 pieces 
several until you can get an even a one‘do you think 1s 1 om 
stitch and are able to keep them all a 4 ; 
the same size before putting in your What is the important point to 
garments. remember when placing a commercial 

Mount your practice piece in your Pattern? 
Record Book. Give three points in favor of com- 

Is the machine and hand sewing mercial patterns. 

the best that you can do? Outline the things you have learned Make out a statement for the ;, making the Corset Cover. materials used in your Corset Cover. i 
Could you buy a ready made one What lessons in the Corset Cover 

for the same amount? project were review lessons? 
Record the results of your com Do you believe in review lessons? 

parison. Why? 

.
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KIMONA NIGHT DRESS 

The Kimono Night Dress is very effect is produced by the use of acids 
popular for its simplicity and the after the weaving it will gradually 
ease with which it can be made. The straighten out in time in the laun- 

i i dering. 

SPAR) SSS 

| OK) | / | zl 4} 

f ) 

Fig. 71. 
Fig. 70. Another Stiggestion. 

Kimono Night Dress Suggestion. 

Select a plain Kimono Night Dress 
attractiveness and beauty of under- pattern according to your bust - 
wear depends upon the fineness of measure. Read very carefully the 
the material and the carefulness of directions that are on the pattern 
the work, rather than an overloading envelope. Examine the chart or dia- 
of laces and embroideries. gram, if the pattern includes one, 

The night dress may be made of that you may clearly understand all 
long cloth, cambric, nainsook, batiste the markings, joinings and notches 
or cotton crepe. Cotton crepe is indicated on the pattern. Be sure 
very popular and makes a very serv- that you know the markings indicat- 
iceable night dress. ing the length of the goods as this is 

Cotton crepe is a crinkly material, important. 
the crinkly effect being secured in NOTE—Refer to discussion of 
the weaving or by treatment with Commercial Patterns in Corset Cover 
acids after weaving. The material project. 
does not require ironing, and for this Test your pattern for its length. 
reason is much used for waists, kimo- Measure it across the shoulders and 
nos, and underwear by tourists across the chest so that you are sure 
during the summer. If the crinkly as to its size. 
effect is secured during the weaving If it is too long after the hem has 
process it will remain during the been allowed take out the extra 
laundering process, but if the crinkly length by pinning a tuck in the pat-
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= tern below the hip line. Refer to 
| Alterations in Corset Cover project. } 

x } Do not try a ‘‘Square neck”’ for the i 
first night dress. | 

| 
Place the pattern on the material {| 

according to directions and cut. i 

Mark the notches, showing the join- | 
ings with a colored thread or mark- ‘| 
ing chalk. Cutting the notches often \ 
prevents the finishing of the seam 

without trimming the seam off the | 
entire length to the depth of the ij 
notch. It is well to form the habit | 
of marking the notches in some } 
other manner than cutting. Pencil | 
is used by some, but the lead rubs off 

/ on the material, leaving it in a 4 
. | soiled condition. There is no excuse ; 

for getting your sewing soiled. Al- i 
ways keep the material as new and 
clean as possible. ! 

) Baste the seams on the right side i 
of the garment and slip it on to see if 

any alterations are needed. Under- 5 
- garments should be fitted very 

Y loosely. ' 

| Stitch the seam and trim off as 
close as possible without injuring 
the strength of the seam. Turn to i} 

the wrong side and crease on the | 
stitching. 

Baste the French seam Ceep { 
enough to take in the raw edge. You | 
will now see the necessity of close 
and careful trimming of the first 7 
seam. j 

Stitch the seam and remove the | 
bastings. 

The neck and sleeves may be fin- | 
ished in one of the following ways: 

(1) Faced with a narrow facing 
mmm aida tacrow linen lncmonn ince andl j 

Fig. 72. beading combined, overhanded on. 

Position of Pattern on Material. (2) The edges scalloped. i 

|
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(3) Embroidery beading, using ing good and poor use of decora- 
the muslin edge for facing, and a_ tion; the simply made and the over 
narrow lace edging, overhanded on. trimmed underwear. 

(4) A crochet yoke set on and 5 
hemmed down on-the lower edge. POME APPLICATION OF THE 

Then cut away the extra raion KIMONO NIGHT DRESS 
under the yoke and turn in the raw 

edge and hem down. (Refer to Fin- PRINCIPLES 

ishings in Corset Cover project.) There are other garments that can 
Slip on the Night Dress and mark be made at home using the Kimono 

the required length. Night.Dress principles. With a little 
Baste along the lower edge, thus thought and experimenting you can 

keeping the marking of the length. use the same pattern for a Kimono; 
Make a gauge for the width you and Kimono Cover-All-Apron or the 

wish the hem. (Refer to the Cooking Kimono Dressing Sacque. 
Cap project for gauge.) For the Kimono, open the garment 

Cut the turned-up part of the hem down the front after the under arm 
even and turn in one-fourth inch and seams are sewed. Face the neck, 
baste. front and sleeves with a bias facing 

Hem the bottom of the Night two or two and one-half inches wide. 

Dress. For the Cover-all-Avron allow an 

TERMS USED IN KIMONA NIGHT. Str shin ul ie of he ack 
DRESS PROJECT back, making a hem or facing it as 

kimono embroidery the size may require. Face the neck 
crepe crochet and sleeves with a narrow bias 
launder edging facing, on the right or wrong side. 
acids lace If faced on the right side, the stitch- 

directions Cluny ing is done by machine as the facing 
diagram Torchon forms a trimming and may be done 
notches Hamburg in contrasting colors if you wish. 
alterations Swiss The Kimono Sacque is cut to come 

Valenciennes crinkly a little below the hips and is opened 
‘ down the front like the kimono and 

STUDENT’S RECORD may be finished in tue same manner 

Secure such samples of hand made or trimmed with lace. By looking 
lace as you can and compare with up the garments in the fashion 
machine made imitations. Record magazines, a variety of styles and 

the price of each. finishes will be suggested to you. 
Secure samples of embroideries If the use of these projects make you 

and insertions showing good and independent and original enough to 
poor selections. be able to design a garment and 

Illustrate two good ways of finish- make it in a ereditable way, then 
ing the Kimono Night Dress. you may feel that your sewing course 

Collect pictures from fashion _ is fulfilling the plan for which it was 
sheets and current magazines show- designed.
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Fig. 73. Fig. 74. 

Suggestions.
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QUESTIONS Locate the cotton raising districts 
. . of the world. 

we UG AES WESC) AKON NESTS What kind of cotton thread would 
making the most? b f 

; 5 e used for lace making? 
Did vou find the Kimono Night What do you understand by a 

Dress difficult? 3 Commercial Pattern? 
What points did you find hard to How does a commercial pattern 

understand ? differ from any other pattern? 
‘Where did you look for additional Name five cotton materials suit- 

information about lace and embroid- able for underwear and give the 

eries? wearing qualities of each. 
Are there any lace industries How do you distinguish ecambrie 

located in the United States? from long cloth?
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MENDING GARMENTS 

A patch is the replacing of a piece reinforcing of the worn parts by the 
of material on a worn place or over interlacing of the threads. 

a hole in a garment or household The darning material should be 
cloth. earefully chosen and should match 

Always do the repairing before in color and texture as nearly as pos- 
laundering, otherwise the holes be- sible the material to be mended. 
come more stretched and the weak There is no process in sewing more 
threads more weakened. important than darning, and none 

If the garment is faded or shrunk, which offers such an excellent chance 
the new material that is to be used to show skill. 
for patching must be treated so as to Frequently a fine garment meets 
match as nearly as possible. with an accident and the torn part 

To fade the material, wet the can only be repaired by artistic 
patch and expose to the sun. darning. 

The Hemmed Patch is the strong- It requires practice to become 
est and the one most commonly used. skilled, yet every girl should give 

e ea RA enough time and attention to this 

ae eat i : i 3 4 a i ue line of sewing to become sufficiently 

Ree a expert. 
Sein 
fe oe LEP THE HEMMED PATCH 
Pee eee el aE ee eae 
Hee PSPC ead pe eh It is well to practice the patching 
Mee G a ehgaghes oo gt Mi i on a small piece of material before 
£ ty ‘ e) eG es tg ease i ul attempting it on the garment. 
ge BPS Se dg Al bas) 
Seeger ea eae PeEeTeTeE TE Cis iis aerial 

pee Te i Hy Tay 
po Bee 

eee 
Wbiege atte ieee ee | ae 

Fig. 75. Be Sere hii tas ah se 
The Hemmed Patch. Pesehi tle tip eae lena a 

FTES ju TSG a ae 
The Overhanded Patch is used on [> (|) 2) 2) ou ae 

| very thin materials where the thick- PEleeedaueune s fe veage cepa as 
ness of the hemmed patch would be ag! ii ie aa: j 
objectionable and where a pattern i pachteails VO 

4 ean be more easily matched. peEUE PERG ST UE ERA See 
| Darning is the replacing of the : Fig. 76. 

parts worn out in a garment or the Small Patch basted in place,
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For this purpose a piece of striped the worn hole, then cut along the 
or checked gingham six inches square sides of the hole, making it square. 
and a smaller piece four inches Place the patch on the wrong side 
square will serve. Fine needles and with the warp threads of the smaller 
thread will give better results. piece parallel. The stripes, checks. 

For muslin and ginghams use No. or pattern must-be matched. 
90 thread and No. 9 needles. Baste the smaller piece in place. 

The worn part of the garment is Cut the corners on the large piece 

cut away and the hole to be patched diagonally as shown in Fig. 77. 
is cut square or rectangular. Cut The diagonal cuts are of the same 
a small hole at the center of the length, ending on the warp and woof 
larger piece of material to represent ihreads as shown by the dotted lines 

in the illustration. (Fig. 78.) 
Fr ree Sees i Turn in the raw edges and crease 

fi SeeeET ee on a thread and baste to the larger 

8 GaSe é piece. 
ae ee TS Ilem down the creased edges. 
is Pesca ‘ Turn in all raw-edges on the wrong 
ee). ae “fe 4 side and crease. 
ee: A IPS ici = ; Open up the creases at the corners. 

le oe oe ge | The creases cross at right angles 
. : Be Bo oe Bs | forming a small square at each cor- 

i pee te testers oe or Se ee 

| | 
| 

Fig. 77. | 
Showing diagonal cuts at corners. t 

Fig. 79. 

ee re 
Be ifee eit agar near. (Fig. 79.) Cut diagonally 
eS eR eee ties aoa § across each square at the corners of 
ee oe pee & | the patch. This does away with the 

5 Oey (72 )| extra bulk at the corners that would 
a s Bes Pek ' nya otherwise be folded under. See illus- 
oe a Ae trations. (Fig. 80.) 

eo] = 
oa ee 
ieee ees rhs Se : 

Pree okay cee et as Pa } 
i ss mae a sid cuss | 

' Fig, 78, _ Fig. 80.
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The pattern must match on the Cut. off the corners as directed in | 
wrong side as well as on the right. the Hemmed Patch project to avoid 
Baste and hem down the creased the bulk of the material caused by 

edges. the overlapping at the corners. * * 
Remove all bastings and press. Place the patch on the right-side 

— of the garment, or article being 

3 eee : mended, with the creased edge of 
; <p a one side of the patch even with the 

: en creased edge of the hole. 
epost oD A ssn Pin at each corner so as to prevent 

hots he the patch slipping. (Fig. 82.) 
‘ yep eee Lorene ed Begin at the corner and overhand 

sf Cfo —— Se ee = one side of the patch to the garment. 
2 7. > eceeecaeateagh fo =, Do not take the stitch too deep. 

Secmroelld sherrenewt ay: nce SO ag eae aes 

eee Ne eae 
mein atone ese: f 1 fee) ee i 

Basting and Hemming creased edges. I teow apes cess 2 aa ee 

THE OVERHANDED PATCH ¥ ; ; ee Vy | 

Use a small piece of material in | ee aes oo 1 
making this patch before trying it | Peetomeae ss ee : 
on a garment. Lp eee i 

Secure a six and a four-inch square ee 
of checked, striped or pattern Fig. 82. 
material. Overhanding a patch. 

Use a No. 9 needle and No. 90 Remove the pins and crease out 
thread. Prepare the hole as in the the seam with the forefinger and the 
hemmed patch, cutting away the thumb nail. 

worn and weak edges and making a Pin the next side of the patch to 
square or rectangular hole. the garment and overhand together, 

Make the diagonal cuts at each of being careful to keep the pattern 
the four corners. matched. : 

Fold the edges of the patch to Repeat on the four sides of the 
the wrong side of the patch making patch, creasing out the seam of each 

a square that will fit and match With the thumb nail. 
the hole prepared in the larger piece , Overcast the raw edges of each 
of material. The warp threads of ‘ide of the seam. - 
the patch follow the warp threads OVERCASTING STITCH 
of the garment, and the woof threads The Overcasting Stitch is a loose, 
of the patch follow the woof threads slanting stitch, put over the raw 

of the garment. . edges to prevent raveling.
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It is important that the warp 
< : threads of the patch extend in the 

cg ie : same direction as the warp threads 
Ks cree ts. } of the garment. If this is not ob- 
H CY pdb a ny x d served, the patch will pucker when 

: te RN laundered. 

at ey ez DARNING 
4 ant Stocking darning is used to mend 

<8 — tiy | =a hole in materials of a stockinet 
—) BAS weave. 
<a Be a Seas 

- : Soe ees So eee ae ae 
OS ee 

SNAG Os ales) Seah ne Ne a 

Showing edges overcasted. | ai, 
RGA A 

The depth of the stitch depends on | a NEE MMM esse SY, A 
the material; a loose, soft material — a re ane ReeeY His) 
requires a deeper stitch than a firm ==. Sg a nunas es 

material. ee 
The distance between the stitches = SS) & ee 

usually equals the depth of the stitch, he SRE es Be a 
When overcasting a bias seam, | _ ee we 7 

begin at the broad end of the piece Gara a aa 
and sew toward the narrow part. Seer boa ee a 
This prevents the material raveling. Fig. 85. 

Darning. 

f3 oer It is done by inserting new threads 
oe ey acres 4 to replace the warp threads and then 

Rees as 4 weaving in the woof threads, one 

ee ee over and one under the warp threads. 
1 pera Provide yourself with a stocking 

i se iw eS} to be darned, a medium sized darning 
Fig. 84. needle (No. 6) and darning cotton or 

Operas ae ni eer wool to match the stocking in color 
and texture. 

Press the seams of the patch with The heel and toe of a stocking 
a warm iron. should be darned over a curved sur- 

In making this patch, care must be face so that the darn may keep the 
taken not to draw at the corners form of the stocking. Darning the 

while sewing and that the sewing is foot of the stocking on the right side 
well done at the corners, also that insures a smoother surface next the 
the stitch is not too deep. foot.
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A form over which to darn stock- the needle over the end of the thread. 
ings may be bought at the notion With a little pressure downward 
counter of any dry goods store. over the thread, it will enter the eye 

The darning can also be done sue-_ of the needle. 5 - 
cessfully by stretching the stocking ; 

over the left hand. I Pe cetera emma eons 
Trim off the raveled, loose and Ree Bee 

frayed edges around the hole. Pee ee a Kereta. 
iectes eye eee Be eerc teks 

TO THREAD A DARNING Be pes Aa ards 

i seemed ee SOqA ari) 

of Py 7 cea ree ee 

hep Wf Ee 
[HE | a aia oe ERE Slee neat 
LEE are ane Sein See Ces 

[ees eee ewer SS Fig. 88. 

Fig. 86. The shape of the darning depends 
Threading a darning needle. on the general shape of the hole. 

To thread the darning needle, He nee Be; ne apne 

pinch the end of the darning cotton oo 5 ae aa a NOE De ae 
_ between the thumb and first finger of S SOte a a ee ue: 

the left hand and press the eye of PSE 

ec 0 (ONS 
ani ah ee peek lac hices See et igued Vee 

eae Ni dred ath eve CAN hel Pl Bal) 
EE SS OR ee Oa ee. 

eee Pa eo tea (0 aire ew ' 

eer ale ae heal ie ea 
ee ah Eg a eet HES Se Let fee : 

% aR CD Rites! ene ae i Bien Peer UP Aaa 
ss Sate 1 MSs 7g Dee 

tes Gover rb eret 5 OS SARA a 
2 NG Caleaige fa BAC eipe ey ea a 

Oe Stead Se ee eh 
: ee i Cees: ae aan Be We 

ea ee : gli sea ee ty bee fa 
Be ag hte ee eS Pot ogc 

; : ‘ Es Rag dit Ge ae eon acer ss > bu te ih Rs 

ee Jf (hat e 
. ‘ % aes Wi 

Fig. 87. Fig. 89.
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Begin as far to the right and hole and does away with a ridge 
above the hole as is necessary to put which would be formed if the over 
in the threads corresponding to the and under method is not observed. 
warp threads. Do not pull the thread Keep the stitches close together. 4 

too tight, but leave a loop at each When the hole is covered and the 

end to allow for the pulling up into weakened part around the hole is 
the cloth and for shrinkage in wash- »oinforeed, put in the woof threads. 
ing. (Fig. 88.) When the hole is reached, the darn- 
When the hole is reached, pass the ing or weaving process is used. The 

needle over the edge and under the needle is passed over one and under 

opposite edge and when returning one as shown in the illustration. 

pass over the edge and under the Keep the stitches as close together 
opposite edge. This keeps an even ,. possible. 
thickness around the edge of the
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THE UNDERSKIRT 

Select a commercial pattern for an GINGHAM 
underskirt according to your waist Gingham is a plain woven material; 

See ee the warp and woof threads are the 
\ : same size and twist. It is woven in 

‘ é stripes and checks, the pattern being 
produced by the arrangement of the 
warp and woof threads. It was orig- 
inally manufactured at Guingamp, 

| France, from where it received its 

| name. It is used principally for 
| women’s and children’s washable 

| dresses and aprons. At first it was a 
coarse material of two colors, but 

: | now it ean be had in the finest tissues, 
We ae often made into artistic patterns of 

minh oe 
ls le oe os Vise! (248 

po? ioe agi eat alka 

Daogives: 214 Poot é \ Fo: lalaetopalry | 2 ! 

Fig. 90. | me 
Underskirt Suggestion. | | | 1 \ Lif | \ 

A three, four or five gored pattern 4 { y 
with a flounce makes a very nice 

skirt. The five gored skirt is more ; 
easily fitted than the three gored. oN 7 

The pattern you select will give 

you full directions as to the amount 

ef material you will require for that 

particular pattern. | 
Read the directions on the pattern | | 

and be sure you understand all the I fi 
markings referred to in the direc- 
tions. it | 

The materials suitable for under- H | 
skirts are long cloth, cambric, batiste, HY 
cotton crepe, gingham, crepe de Fig. 91. 

chine and taffeta. Skirt Suggestion.
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the daintiest colors. When gingham the salts of different metals used in 
is taken from the loom, it has a very the weighing of the silk during the 
unfinished appearance. The cloth is dying process. Much of the weight 
then inspected and when an imper- of the silk that is lost in the boiling 
fection is found it is discarded for off is replaced and _ considerable 
the time and is finished later as ‘‘sec- weight is added. 

onds.”"” The loose ends and the Taffeta may be bought in a variety 
threads are removed by the use of a éfcolark: 
gas flame. ; 

The soap and water bath brightens Make your first skirt of chambray 

the colors; it is then starched and or gingham. Youmay make a taffeta  - 
ironed. The ironing process is done Skirt later as a home project. 
with large rollers and is called calen- The average width of gingham and 

dering. The cloth is then rolled on chambray is 30 inches to 3€ inches. 
a board by an automatic machine he pattern will tell you the amount 
that registers the number of yards of material you will need. 
on each board. The bolts are thev 
pressed and the paper bands are = —_]_]==S=____ 
pasted on. Now the gingham is ready 4 ——s 
for shipment in the form that it is | SS 
shown you over the counter. H _ 

TAFFETA AND CREPE DE E\ SS =] 
CHINE EA SS = 

Taffeta and Crepe de chine are 9° ===" H 
silk fabrics that have come into —— H 
favor recently for underwear. The | | 

erepe de chine is used for corset et : 
covers, night dresses and skirts. It SS 
is not a durable material but looks Fig. 92. 
sheer and pretty for a short time. It ‘ ‘ . 

2 = z Placing skirt pattern on the material. 
requires great care in laundering and 

cannot be scalded. Place the pattern on the material 

Taffeta is used for underskirts and @¢cording to the markings. Watch 
suits. History records that the term {or the markings that indicate the 
has been applied to various silks of length of the goods. 
Plioesaiio: weave: for about six bun? Cut the skirt and mark the notches 

dred years. Sometimes the material that indicate the joinings. Use 
was thin and soft, while at other thread or chalk to mark the notches. 
periods it was heavy and thick. The (Refer to instruction on cutting 
taffeta of the present day is the notches, Kimono Night Dress proj- 
glossy stiff material. It is not the &ct-) 
best wearing material one could find Join the gores according to the 
for skirts because of its affinity for notches, beginning at the top of the
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skirt; baste down. Baste the seams PLACKETS 
on the right side. Leave an opening Th : pias 

5 e placket is an opening in the 
a ea a placket. upper part of a petticoat or skirt. 

The lines of aie skirt must follow There are three types of plackets 
iaesiires*c ether acare that may be used on an underskirt: 

Te che eae 400 pose at the The hemmed placket, used on flannel 
: : skirts for children and on children’s 

waist and gathers are not desired, z 

take up by making each seam a lit- oe dresses ; the extension placket 
ieideenertor ty Gaians darts tm che which is used on nearly all kinds of 

, 
side gores. If darts are taken, they oe and the faced and exten- 
Tiaeuvende ner thestipe imei Wt thie sion placket which may be used on 

skirt fits all right at the hips and is bg atari! aN oo 98 
not loose enough at the waist, let out emmed placket (Fig. . 
each seam to make the waist line ™@Y be made in a seam or the 
large enough. material may be cut the depth of 

the required placket. On the right 
hand side of the opening turn a hem 

Sy Shecues dese = age cael the required width. (An inch to an 
Cut inch and one-half is the average.) 
Fit 
Stitch seams 
Plackets a epee a 

1, Hemmed he y SS —_ 

2. Extension. K~ Be es W Te 
8. Faced and Extension. mi \ a poe ! Visa 

Band ree a] ee Ve igal 
Button and button-hole \ : / : fb ib i J 3) 
Hem ki fUk) es Boek as 

1. Finishing braid ora bias. ft SPS see 
2. Tuck. pall OF a 

It is well to be able to think Ge 
through a project and see the pos- Fig, 93. 

sible steps from the beginning to = Sc 
| the end. The above outline is the jemmed Biacket 

result of thinking through the 

project and putting the steps in logi- Keep the width of the hem even 
eal order. At a glance you can see its entire length. Baste and then 
the number of different methods of hem to the skirt. 
finishing that can be used. Turn down a narrow hem on the 

As you progress with the sewing left side of the opening and to the 
course, your constructive power will right side of the skirt. Using the 
be increased. narrow hem, which is usually one- 

Stitch the skirt by machine mak- fourth or one-half inch wide, makes 

ing French seams. a neat finish at the bottom of the
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rN te Pz Q the line of stitching. Hold the work 
ER \y; ag | al to the light and see that no part of 

OA Ny 4 4 V2) the strip extends below the stitching Bwoe A f° \ that holds the strip to the skirt. The 
EP Hy q inf i strip must pull perfectly straight ; it 

7 ah 4 a \ is wrong, if there is the slightest curl 
\ v Af he | in it. Stitch by machine, or hem 
ie | 4 t®| =| down by hand. Do as much hand 
\ ah ue] E { A A work as you can in the projects as 
a {; 4 be 5 | “A it will give you the necessary prac- 
a i Re EON tice. 
Eee i 8 OR es ge 

G 5 The right side of the extension 
Fig. 94. placket is turned back its width to 

Extension Placket. the wrong side of the skirt and 
basted to th irt ; 

placket that is not obtained when the while the lett ceo te oe 
narrow hem is made on the wrong is permitted to remain extended and 
7 one orep a is held in place by the belt. 

ap the wide hem over the narrow . 
hem and backstitch across the width a ee ee and Sxtension me iheswvide ham ar tha oud of the placket, cut a strip on the length of 
inciel.. Refer to Half sleeves oak the goods an inch longer than the 

se ae badkeGiching: proj length of the opening and about two 

For the extension placket (Fig. 94) = e nae é oo ie ee pee 
sew a piece of material, cut on the Suisse OE ue .e poker Pune 
length of the goods and twice the ee Boe ee SHR to UG ee leila the bnemite (around, the side of the skirt and even with the 

4 3 ae 3 top. Do not make the seam too deep. 
opening. The right side of the strip . ih +t ad th 

is placed to the right side of the skirt. Minar ea eoe Rete aca Ob ine 
MGI every nario ence ail as strip and baste down even with the 
Sp onmeiehesronnusthorhottontati this ore that holds the strip to the 

opening take care that no plaits are ene nee Py ones eee 
made in the skirt. If you are sewing i 3 A 
on the strip by hand, the plaits can For the right side of the placket 
be avoided by holding the end of the cut a strip on the length of the goods 

opening over the first finger of the @ inch longer than the opening and 

left hand, letting the strip and the out one and one-half inches wide. 
skirt curve on the finger making a Stitch to the right side of the open- 
Picahaetne cine! ing, putting the right side of the 

The width of the strip depends strip to the right side of the skirt, 

upon the material; for the average 204 even with the top. 
underwear material the strip is cut Turn down the piece just stitched 
two inches wide. creasing on the line of stitching. 

The strip is then creased down to Turn in the raw edge of the strip 
the wrong side about one-fourth of making the width of the facing equal 
an inch and basted down even with to the extension on the opposite side
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of the placket. Baste the facing and PUTTING ON THE BAND 
then hem to the skirt. Take your waist measure loosely. 

Turn up the bottom of the exten. Add to this measure the width of the 

sion to the front side, lap the faced extension, if you are making the ex- 
side over the extension and hem to tension or the faced placket, add one 
the faced side. inch for the turn-in at the ends and 

Trim off any extra thickness at the the Shrinkage. 
end of the extension and backstitch Waist Measure -- Width of Exten- 
the faced side at the bottom about sion + Material to Turn in at Ends 
one-fourth inch above the hemming = the Band. 
that holds the extension. Fasten On the length of the goods, cut the 
the thread securely. band the required length and two 

You now have three styles of “24 one-half inches wide. 
plackets from which to choose. Fold the band in two equal parts 

Te jhe placket ot your ckirt is at to locate the center, if the skirt opens 

the center of the back, you may use sore center back or the center 
any of the plackets given, but if the ta 
opening is at the tak or side use pn tte ene of the band to the 
either the extension or the faced °@Uter of the skirt. : 
placket. Turn down to the wrong side one- 

fourth inch at each end. 
vr Pin the ends of the band even with 

RESUME the sides of the placket. (Fig. 95.) 
What advantage is there in giving If there is fullness in your skirt, 

you a chance to choose the style of adjust it to the back. 
placket you wish for your skirt? Baste the band to the skirt, putting 

Did you try to make each placket the seam on the wrong side and mak- 
before deciding? ing the seam one-fourth inch wide. 

Did you have any difficulty in Stitch the band to the skirt. Re- 

making any of the plackets? move the bastings. 
Which placket do you like the Turn down the opposite raw edge 

best? Why? of the ee one-fourth inch to the 
i wrong side. 

co ee ee eo a meneral bole baste on the line of stitching. The 
band must not extend below the first 

st stitching of the band. Hold to the 
bee ea Ne light and you will readily see if the 
EERE Pil TENG } band is perfectly straight. The band 

BEY HI ay ; ie v Urry 7% must pull straight on the length also. 
Peace i Pee : If it curls in the least, the band is 

a] i imperfeetly put on. 

: Hem the band to the skirt. 

Fig. 95. Overhand the open ends. 

Putting on band by hand. Remove the bastings.
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Put the button on the left side of 5 sie Tae ars ee 
the band at the center of the end. Poe ae 24 
Put the button-hole on the right eee ah ae 
side of the band at the center of the [ie eesge Bee eee ae La ies 
end: (Refer to Buttons and Button- i PW cr 
holes in the Corset Cover project.) le pie YZ \ AK sa 

Put the skirt on and turn up the L wpe eft. 1 AW as 
hem, making the skirt the required ae eee abe) NNN 
length. Lae mle - xe 
When basting the hem, use a gauge - | ee iN = E 

for the measuring. (Refer to Cook- beeen oo ioe cae = 

ing Cap project.) ae 
When basting the hem, it will be 

necessary to lay an occasional plait Fig. 96. 
in order to take up the extra fullness. Set into the hem. 
When placing these little plaits, be 
sure that the warp threads of the 
hem follow the warp threads of the 
skirt. 

A skirt may be finished at the bot- [Gait ae eeeeiee eens ir 

tom with: & gee Oe 
A Hem, a Aa ine ee tec | FTA 
Insertion, Ad We 
A Ruffle or Flounce. | eee By 

The ruffle or flounce may be put | Go bo : eS A 
on the edge of the skirt or it may be | ee 
set upon the skirt. Each treatment Sia ae cee 

; has several ways of finishing, each Fig. 97. 
in itself a correct way. The follow- Winishedawitha eencheneans 
ing outlines will give you some idea 

of the finishings used: 

Ruffle on edge of skirt— 
1. Set into the hem. (Fig. 96.) 
2. Finished with a French seam. [=e | 

ee, inne 3. Finished with a French Fell. |  QUUUUUUUUE | 
Fig. 98.) OSS PITTTITTRO. 

4. Rolled and whipped on. (Fig. [| (-“// | Sh if | VV. 

Ruffle set toes eee rh ee Ae 1 a 
1. Finished with a tuck. (Fig. ~7-eee Pye 3 a] 

100.) ee 
2. <A bias tape. (Fig. 101.) eh eee ae : 
8. A finishing braid. (Fig. 102.) Fig. 98. 
4. A heading. (Fig. 103.) Finished with a French Fell.
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Ten epee Ts 
Jeoogongaugac = Beers : 

Ree o Pa iad dod Bane ea | el eee es x : 

eae (itl 1) Be 2 eee 
[  -asocsoamonme =| Partie | 

ATCT AAI 
/ he eg fi 7" | RN \ oo RII : 4 

| [4 ta pa SN Ba 2 £8 2G A ad le PERS fee ea Sel | SEE opus eae Ss 3 | hee fe eee Be Pe oe Boilies ESC oes | : 
i mew We Ok eo \ ee RR ee : g 
| age Vi \e| jo 

ep mee Ma VS iE Ss is eee eae Ne | 
he * we Seek Se eS eee one ne 
Pe eee Fig. 102. 

Fig. 99. A Finishing Braid. 

~ Rolled and Whipped. 

| ei. = =e Eo a eee 2 

ee] ed Ue ARTE \ ere | ers i! ERAS he NAN NA Se tee pr Yee 
eS pee At kee ee oP RO Bae 
PAA Teen |= Sea 
DA hie eee | [eH 

SSR aoa | - Fig. 103. 

Ss ran sae Z A Heading. 

Fig. 100 : 
Finished with a Tuck. THE RUFFLE OR FLOUNCE 

: : The Ruffle or Flounce is the most 
Se a pa common form of trimming the Un- 

oie goo ee eres | derskirt. Cut the ruffle according to 
oe ee the directions given in the pattern. 

ae oe When a ruffle is made without the 
AS FRI SS | use of a pattern it is cut so as to eat ei p A NG e \ a : 
i & LLY ETN = | have it one and one-half the fullness 
i a aa Sy 4 . ota. erie se , | of the skirt. 

; PSE pa aE A ruffie may be eut on the width of 
Lp ee Ee. Be __ \\__ the material or on the bias. 
eS Los 7) a tees) One sometimes sees a ruffle cut on 3 
oe SEES the length of the material, but this is 
a | sthe exception rather than the rule. 

\s ; There are good reasons for not doing 
: Fig. 101. : it, except when effect can be had in 

: Finished with Bias Tape. no other way. :
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Join the widths of material for the the edge. Turn the skirt wrong side 
ruffle and finish at the bottom with out and stitch down the folded edge. 

a medium sized hem. A hem from Stitch on the edge. Fig. 105.) 
one to two inches is all right on 
gingham. (ae a 

A flounce of coarse curtain net is | See Pee Oy Ga eae 
often used on gingham underskirts | es eS orem See | ee 
and is quite effective. If the net is cs Soe Se” 
used it is faced to the right side = | bad Pao 
with a bias of the gingham about two ee Tip Fe 4 
or two and one-half inches wide. | el Nie | Ai} ae | 

Fold the flounce in two equal parts | | \ e Te as 
and then fold again, thus dividing | PE 7 £4)4 - o2 
the flounce in four sections. Mark Th rey ix Tie 3 Whe 
the sections by cutting a small notch [ os = Samet 
at the top of the ruffle. ES Bs rie 

Gather each of the four sections. — Fig. 104. 
Make a double row of gathers one- 
eighth of an inch apart. Draw up 
the gathering threads and adjust 
the gathers. (Refer to Cooking Cap es ica egaioee ag a: 

project.) a ce ee 
Pin the center of the front of the Eo Seated 2 aes 

ruffle to the center of the front of asta G cemecersop co. 
the skirt. Pin the center of the back  [ ) (Meee sy eee 3 
of the flounce to the center of the |  /# Up \mu pn Vi 
back of the skirt. Pin the quarter \aee cra f AP. a Wi : hee 
markings of the flounce to the quar- \Sopa ca a oe. ue st ee 
ter sections of the skirt. Now with Sa a a fee om a 
the flounce adjusted at four points, Le ey me i weak 
adjust the gathers so that the full- mae S see 
ness will be equally distributed. : 
Baste the ruffle to the skirt. Stitch Fig. 105. 
the ruffle to the skirt, putting the 

line of stitching between the two STUDENT’S RECORD 
rows of gathers. 

Trim off any extra material at the The Record book for this project 
top of the ruffle. Be watchful and should be very rich in memoranda of 
do not cut the skirt. lessons involved. If you have the 
Make a gauge for one-half inch. time, make the plackets and mount 

Measure one-half inch above the them, or make sketches showing that 

stitching, crease and baste along the you have the idea of how they look. 
ereased line. (Fig. 104.) Secure samples of materials suit- 

Bring creased edge even with the able for underskirts and estimate the 
stitching and baste. Stitch the edge amount of material needed and the 
of the tuck to the skirt. Stitch on approximate cost of the skirt.
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Go to the store and look at the Name materials suitable for un- 
garments on sale and make a com-  derskirts. 

parison of the ready-to-wear skirt Give three facts about taffeta that 
and the one you made. would not be in favor of its use for 
Give three points in favor of the every day wear. 

skirt me by you. — € th Name three types of plackets. 
ok three sa in favor of the Deacubeccadke 

ready-to-wear skirt. 
Secure pictures of underskirts for a s sere ar} J made on 

different occasions. : oe peas £08 5 
Describe the making of a French 

QUESTIONS seam. 

What do you understand by a com- Describe the method you used in 
7 pattern? oo = attaching the ruffle. 
ees eens eee reo Define the following terms: Selv- patterns do you know? h hand 

What points in commercial pat- ®8® Warp, Sem, seam, ON ae 
terns are similar? Give directions for making a cor- 

What argument would you use in set cover for a fourteen-year-old girl. 

favor of commercial patterns? State amount and cost of materiais.
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